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Preface

i

I consider it my privilege to present the proceedings of the two
seminars, (i) The Mission of the Archivist, and (ii) The Problems
in Conservation and Management of Books, Manuscripts and Archives, held on 21 March, 1988 at Bikaner (Rajasthan) and 23-24
December, 1988 at Aligarh (U.P.) respectively. I am sure, the contributors will feel happy to find disquisition in printed words. I
am also hopeful that young archivists, librarians and others working in libraries, museums and other Archival institutions responsible to maintain, manage and preserve the recorded cultural
heritage of the country may benefit by sharing experience of the
experienced and eminent professional experts by improving the
effectiveness and technical knowledge in the institutions concerned
and to demonstrate their ability, efficiency and role in managing
and conserving materials for scholarship and for posterity. The
Association has been doing some commendable work for the last
12 years. There is not much to take credit but we are honest in
claiming that good beginning has been made, and our recent activities will provide impetus to do many more activities in future.
This volume has been divided in two parts. The first contains
the papers read in the seminar entitled 'The Mission of the Archivist" and the second part is comprised of the papers read in the
seminar, namely 'The Problems in Conservation and Management of Books, Manuscripts and Archives".
The Association is indebted to Shri T.S. Sinha, Director of Bihar
State Archives and the Bihar State Government for sanctioning the
grants-in-aid of Rs. 3000/- and an advertisement for the publication of this volume. I must place on record my sense of gratitude to my colleagues and friends for their mature guidance and
whole hearted cooperation.
M.L.Kachroo
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PART
The Seminar on
It
H
The Mission of the Archivist

Welcome Address
by
Shri J.K. Jain
Director of Archives
Raj as than State Archives, Bikaner

I, as the Director of Archives, Rajasthan State Archives and on
behalf of the staff have pleasure to welcome you all to this seminar being held at Bikaner this morning. The Association of Indian
Archivists, which was born here 12 years ago, has been endeavouring since its existance to help and provide the expertise to
the non-government organisation and semi-government institutions to safeguard and preserve their valuable records—a cultural
wealth-for posterity and historical research. The Archivists have
been preserving and handling unpublished primary source materials through the years in many different ways and by widely varying types of persons. Like Librarians, the Archivists belong to noble
profession and by the passage of time, archives, beside the large
scale collection, arrangement and selection, also the making of finding aids, have become important workshops of scientific research.
State/UT archives have become the bases of local history in the
area of their collecting interest, serving also general education effectively. I congratulate the Association for choosing a topic which
is quite relevant in the present situation and it is quite necessary
to educate people about the role played by an Archivist in preserving the nation's cultural heritage for posterity.
The ever increasing growth rate of record at various levels of
administration is a known fact to us all and there are no signs that
it will decrease in the years to come. At the same time the changing trend in historical studies and dissemination of knowledge to
multifaculties is yet another development in the use of records.
Therefore, it is high time that atleast some of the existing practices of record management and its conservation are reviewed by
the members of the Association. The existing time consuming
methods of preparing reference media are bound to make the scholar restive on the non-availability of basic information of the holdings under progress for long. In the same way some techniques of
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fumigations of records in-situ has got to be developed to avoid
unnecessary displacement ofthe huge bulk of records. These are
two examples, there could be many more which require consideration. Similarly the availability of modern electronic gadgets and
reprography techniques have got to be made use of in a big way
not only for the benefit of scholars but also as means of conservation of records and retrieval of information in the years to come.
With these few words I again welcome you and particularly
those who have come from far and distant places.
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•

Shri J.K. Jain, Tara Babu, Kachroo Ji, distinguished scholars, members of the Association of Indian Archivists and guests.
I have great pleasure in welcoming you all to this Seminar entitled "The Mission of Archivists". As Director of National Archives
of India and President of the Association, I have indeed a singular privilege of addressing this august body of distinguished and
eminent scholars from various Universities and archives, conservation specialists and others, who work untiringly in the archives,
libraries, and manuscripts repositories in the country. This Association like any other has had an humble beginning. But its rapid
growth in recent years is a matter of great satisfaction to all of us.
It gives us a hope that it has taken its roots now, and we can look
forward to its growth in times to come. This hope is further strengthened when I see that quite a few of the members present have
come here from different parts of the country at their own expense.
This also indicates that we are getting more and more concerned
about preserving our documentary heritage. I am sure that the
Association would be able to fullnl its obligations in promoting
the cause of preservation, conservation and use of rich documentary heritage in our country. I am thankful to Shri Jain and the
Rajasthan State Archives for hosting this Seminar at a short notice.
I am also thankful tox>ur Secretary, Shri Kachroo, for his untiring
effort in organising this Seminar.
Archivists have so far a restricted field of activity and they have
concerned themselves with written documents on a varied type
of materials, viz parchement, leaf bark or paper. They are by tlieir
very nature fragile and cannot last for long on their own. They
need constant attention of conservation specialists for their proper
upkeep and preservation. But simple preservation of these materials is hardly any end in itself. They have to serve a purpose and
it is feasible only if they are accessible to these users in the quickest
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and easiest manner. The scholars would need these materials for
reconstructing our past and throwing light on different facets of
our history. They would also need them for cross checking the
known facts as also for providing authenticity to them. In fact, this
whole process of churning the raw materials is both quite refreshing and rewarding. These materials enrich our knowledge of cAr
hoary past and shed light on our activities in the socio-cultural
milieu, our political or scientific activities. They even provide
material on fields like anthropological, botantical or zoological
investigations. In fact, the materials are sorichand varied in nature
that hardly any field is left which remains untouched by the Archivists. The Archivists have, therefore, a very heavy responsibility.
They have not only to see that the materials in their custody remain
in tact, but are also passed on to the posterity in as best a form
as possible. In this venture they have to keep on investigating into
the nature of the materials, their reactions with chemicals and how
to apply the latter for the benefit of the former. Besides, they have
to formualte strategies for making them easily accessible to scholars through compilation of keys to these materials.
However, we find that we are presently amidst a technological
revolution. While the West has already moved very fast in this
field, we in the East, and especially in India, have started following this, new trend .We have to look to the documents which are
available on film, microfiche, microchips, the video disk or the
computer. These materials are very fragile and cannot retain their
original quality unless steps for their proper up keep are taken
right from the time they are created. TTie Archivists cannot wait
for long as they could when only paper documents were being
generated. They have to mobilise their resoruces and start taking
care of these materials soon after they are created. They have to
advise the creators of records about the proper methods of their
preservation, when these materials are available in raw form or
as soon as these materials have been used and pieces of information get recorded on this media. They have to formualte policies for their retrieval too. Since the quantum of records so created
would be so diverse, the Archivists have to formualte their strategyrightfrom the beginning, so that, the creator of these mater1
ials are able to use them discreetly from the initial stages itself.
They have also to ensure that they have good reference tools which
facilitate quick retrieval of information. So that the users of these
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materials would not be put to any great difficulty, when these
materials are open for research purposes.
Since the materials for this media are quite diverse they would
need thorough investigation. It has to be ensured that only stable
materials are used and kept in a fully conditioned place. The Archivists have to collaborate and cooperate with the creators of these
materials and liaise with the users of these materials. Once this
has been done the Archivists can feel assured that they are fully
discharging their responsibilities.
Archivists are no longer custodians of materials stacked in repositories. They have to demolish that impression and start mingling
with the society. They have to present an image of their own. They
have also to create awareness amongst the people so that wherever our documentary heritage is lying it should get fully preserved. It is quite known that many of the private organisations
do not have resources, both financial and man power, yet the Association and the Archivists in the country can come forward and
provide them the requisite guidance. They can guide and help
them in preserving these materials. They can also apprise these
institutions of the various facilities that are available in the country for preservation of our documentary heritage.
The Archivists can play a very useful role in reconstructing our
society. They can bring forth many of the unknown facts and help
in creating an atmosphere which is far from rancour and animosity. Since Archivists have materials on every aspect of life, they
can help in promoting study into newer disciplines. They can even
help in promoting inter-disciplinary studies. The demands are
heavy. But I am sure that you would not lag behind in discharging these responsibilities.
With these remarks I declare the Seminar open. I hope that our
Association will get stronger, as the days pass by and it would
make solid contribution in preserving the history of our nation.
I

#

*

From Secretary's Desk

*

The seminar entitled "The Mission of Archivist" was held on 21
March 1988 at Bikaner at the invitation of Shri J.K. Jain, Director
of Archives, Rajasthan State Archives at a snort notice and on
the conclusion of the session of tne Indian Historical Records
Commission. The Indian Council of Historical Research very kindly
sanctioned a sum of Rs. 5,000/ - as grants-in-aid for which the Association is very grateful.
Inall 51 institutional and individual members besides invitees
of few universities and other such institutions attended the Seminar.
Shri JJK. Jain welcomed the delegates and thanked specially those
who had come from distant parts of the country on a purely voluntary, self-paid basis. This act of theirs demonstrates how much
interest they take in the fulfilment of the aims and objects of the
Association.
JThe Seminar was inaugurated by Drt R.IC Perti,Director of Archives, National Archives of India and President of the Association of the Indian Archivists.
There were two sessions of the Seminar. Shri J.K. Jain, Director j
of Archives, Rajasthan State Archives presided over the first session and Shri R. Muniswamy, Director of Archives, Karnataka State
Archives, presided over the second session. Seven papers were
received out of which six papers were read and one paper was
deemed to have been read as Shri IJSf. Verma could not attend
the seminar due to some personal reasons. The said paper has been
incorporated in these proceedings for the general benefit of those
who are engaged in the professional archival work.
The papers read by the eminent specialists of Archival/Conservation professions from all over the country were of high standard and the discussions which followed were also quite rewarding.
The central theme of the papers read concentrated mostly on
4
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the responsibilities and duties of an Archivist. It was also emphasised that due to less archival consciousness in the country conditions under which the professional tasks of the archives could
be fulfilled according to the social transformation and cultural aims
of country, which are in harmony with the plans of other cultural
institutions. It was hoped that the archivists and other such persons working in archives will successfully cope with the tasks and
responsibilities of the following years. Due to modern scientific
development like electronic gadgets, the Archivist should take over
responsibility and catch up with the latest media. It was also
pointed out that they should equip themselves to conserve and
preserve the new types of records of the kind like, micro-fiche,
microchips, audio-tapes. It was also emphasised that the Archivists should also be familiar with the computer which has become
an important part of present day administration. He/she should
keep-pace with communication technology which has brought an
immense change in social, economic and political life of the world.
The Seminar came to an end by Valedictory Speech by Shri T.S.
Sinha, Director of Archives, Bihar State of Archives.
I wish to put on record and convey my deep sense of gratitude
to the State Directors and their staff, eminent historians and Shri
J.K. Jain, Director of Archives, officers and staff of the Rajasthan
Sta te Archives, who have extended their help and support to make
the Seminar a success. I am grateful to those individual members
who have come to attend this Seminar from distant places of our
country on short notice and that too on their own. I am also grateful to our President, Dr. R.K. Perti and other members of the
National Executive of the Association who have given me necessary guidance and support in organising the Seminar.
M.L. KACHROO

1st Session: Sectional President Shri J.K. Jain

The Mission of the Archivist
R. MUNISWAMY
Director, Karrtataka State Archives

The Mission of the Archivist is endowed with the famous cardinal principles of doctrine of Archival Service. It is a refreshing contrast that all activities of the archivist centred round in his analysis
of records involves in studies of organisational and functional
origin of records to obtain information on their provenance subject
content, inter-relations signifying further analytical activities as
essence of an Archivist's work bearing on all aspects of history
of mankind.
This interpretation suggests that what is memory to mankind
is a story of mankind which Archivist spreads in so far as history
is what historians do, then they ought to know what history is,
yet will say that is a narrative, a systematic and methodical record
where in the Archivist values to its clientele as muse to historians, administrators and record users.
The recent trend in Archives movement often demonstrates to
change the course to the extent that 'Archives for every body' and
every document is meant for record users. Nevertheless, Archives
user has to be competent and responsible enough to be completely
trusted.
The mission of Archivist has changed the concept as A.}. Toyenbee believed that anything on human was historians concern,
but yet common man's concern with Archives is as remote as it
is from nuclear technology. He used to think of archivist as a 'dead
1
file clerk' having nothing to contribute to life and society around.
The pressure of changing situations and circumstances, however, is compelling him (Archivist) to enlarge and expa nd his clienteles such as Economists, Political Scientists, Social Scientists,
Anthropologists, Novelists, Playwrights, Physicians, Professionalists, T.V. and Film-makers. The Archivist however, is at a turning point of his professional history being understood, appreciated
and trusted with progressive recognition of his mission relating
•

•

•
r

to human affairs which is a part of historical growth of the present
age. Archivist is a custodian of cumulative information of all
human enterprises and aspirations, preserves memories among
2
other things.
It may be mentioned that the mission of Archivist in the first
place as agency of primary sources to history as Messaiah to .ie~
raid that all records are essentially to be preserved for. the posterity at least to know the rich hoary of glories of past for the
future/wants to be civilized for development. Here the Archivist
serves as a root to the culture and civilisation as its fruit for future
development which even make to aware. In other words, Archivists are something like a pulse finder of the past, pulse beater
of a present generation for the heart beatings of future. It is like
a Messaih's prophecy if there is no record, there is no future as
we know nothing in the absence of anything. Reference to this context, it may be pointed out that David Living Richardstone said
that everybody seems to know ABC of everything but no body
seems to know xyz of anything. Therefore, to a historian or administrator or record user, the Archivist is to herald and preserve the
store of knowledge of all branches of learning as an organised effort
to spread the activities neatly, every period of history has a mission of being sent on some service with authority calling in life
?
of Archivist.
The rapid accumulation of records lead to the imperative design
for the appropriate method of management and disposition and
arrangements further widening the professional horizon with the
3
expanding human situation. Archivists in terms of contacts with
non-archivists to spread faith inspired to spread to use the records
as tradition and philosophy holds up everyone who walks in the
darkness for the quest of knowledge. Here Archivist comes as a
lamppost to guide the record users with the purpose of evangelism preaching to win over the clientele to his holdings. For an
instance, the British Records have been bifurcated focussed the
attention to preserve as records have not been preserved for longer
4
period.
When compared the mission of archivist with the ecclesiastical
of notion, it is said in Bhagvat Gita, when adharma supressed
dharma, Lord Krishana reincornate in the universe as avatara purusha to preserve and promote dharma for mankind. Historically,
it seems it is something like 'dustanirgraha and sistapratipalana
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which is equivalent to protection of good and destruction of evil
or bad. In other words destruction of unwanted or useless records,
so as to protect good records of value. Therefore, the traditional
task as Mission that some colleagues prepared a contribution and
we hope many others will follow their example completed, dedicated and also like to receive contributions with information about
'stock and £areU' of socieities of Archivists. As all archives serr
vices and societies had been catered full information of their programmes but the response is too small often the crying need of
the archives is unheared, uncared like a stormy rain on tombstones.
Therefore, Archivists are required to preach the doctrines, practices of technology, trained to expertise in the field, educate for
proper preservation of cultural heritage to carry the gospel of truth
to produce modern skills. Frank B Evans, refers to the educational
needs for work in archival manuscripts repositories, that each of
our professionals had a separate development and much of the
5
misunderstandings resulting directly from circumstances and
often do less attempt to sort and solve the problems in Archives
which lead to chaos and confusion paving way for disorderly display and disposition of materials. For instance, it may be quoted
that in ancient Hitte Kingdom were the highest paid officials of
6
the Greek City recognised with status.
It is also true that archives no less than libraries have attempted in a variety to improve their status and position. The archivist
is aware that his awareness is away from the reach of others as
he has been totally neglected and left cared on par with other faculties of authorities but Archivist has not sinked but sailed to reach
the shore with care to preserve enormous production of contemporary records which is one of the serious problems of archival agencies trying to solve the problems, of quantity in two
methodology through practice for the purpose to serve as medical service.
The growth in production of records in administration cannot
be avoided nor restricted by the modern governments but this
growth has to be limited and must not be reflected in the resultant archives, so that subsequent challenge lies in the destruction
of the bulk of records not appraised as historical source material.
This kind of problem is often lively but combined with patriotic
emotion in this country as the problem relating to the class of documents with in thp absence of expression of dimy past.
—
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Practically all archival holdings are historical in nature. Therefore, it is declared covenant principle of Archivist must have a
strong background in history or the historical method as well as
training in archival history, principles and techniques. Schellenberg acknowledging the historians as primary record users had
real interest in Archivist affairs affirms training. Countless examples are there, the Archives have been headed by non-historians
and untrained non-professionals, thereby the fate or destiny lies
in their hands for mercy both survival of records and Archivist
or Archives at peril. 'Desired foundation for archival training and
7
where the main body of future Archivist can be trained. Only few
decades ago the public faith has been examined in terms of policy
control to weed out records within a given time combined with
8
archival science of law.
Therefore, Archivist should have foresight and ability wedded
with future search interest though their complexity do not and with
thejnass production of records and if identify them clearly and
much of the voluntary societies, organisations promote the mission
of Archivist indirectly. Hence, Archivist should work as physician and nurses who work in hospitals and dispensaries with
great zeal closely with the "official missionary dimensions without any bickerings. David S.Macmillan generalises in relation to
guide programme, suggestions for arrangement of materials, principles to be followed in arranging of provenance according to the
9
source to avoid confusion but suggest retention lists.
In practice the administration seldom ensures the basic similarity of created documents, nor does it establish an operational evolution of them. The consequences are very dangerous since the
archival agencies are neither able to apply legislative sanctions nor
to promote archival advice at that stage. The appraisal of the value
of historical documents, their weeding at the creating agencies, the
destruction for want of space not assessed as historical ones, and
the transfer records of archival value in recent or semi-current use
have all proved most inefficient ways in which to struggle with
the enormous quantity of contemporary records. Various protests
diminish the essential qualities of Archivist forgetting coordination, then work ending with conflicts parcelled in thefieldsof Archives.
The selection of the records 'a demanding task- recends appraisal' as Lewis J. Darter Jr puts it, the records which represent our
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times and civilization to future generations is a frightening prospect to the thoughtful appraiser. The position of the appraiser is
a difficult one, for he must counter these tendencies and at the
same time satisfy his fellow colleague Archivist, present and future
10
historians and researchers of all types.
While determining the retention, 'Archives then are recordsfof
enduring value no longer required by creating agency for further
reference'. Unlike other countries, we have two opinions among
archivists with contradictions on appraisal of documents, one seeks
rapid and quick results with its summary approach and the other
is concerned with to study all relevant elements connected with
the creation of records. The sacred congregation o£ Archives for
the propagation of faiths directs mission work as religious orders
making possible to fulfilment the objectives such as conservation
and services, value, integrity, legal commitments, relation with
governments, the public or private intend to remain in the cus11
tody. This has been echoed by Philips C Broke on preservation
of records. Most of the countries have been an effective powerful
force spreading the objectives by way of implementation but sometimes the resolutions and instructions work with unsatisfactory
response to both theory and practice often resulting in serious professional problems.
It may be helpful to show that Archival movements changing
certain aspects in area reveal the survey experiences the importance of traditional history which still has firm base in having inclination to preserve with little reluctancy for access. Record users
search for clue with scholarly taste to collect everything thatrnight
12
appear. This poses senivity of proper use subject to problems of
storage.
That is the reason, why Bernard Woelderik mentioned in his
work 'Time past or presenf, a profile of the Dutch Archvists Association referring to a small group of archivists inspired by the optimistic mood of the time, decided to set up a professional body
to uphold their interests. The function to promote interests of profession in methodology through legislation, meetings, publications,
to the recgognition of states, status and archival service through
13
International Council on Archives.
The history explains the common roots of culture values, social
traditions which helps for national identity to challenge the
common dangers which the people of nation might have faced in
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the past and the common effort given by Indian and United States
of America promotes freedom of integrity in service of Archivist.
Hence, it is very apt to cite the few pioneering Archvist personalities who gave becon call to the Archivists to anchor the problems of the fellowmen in the realm of Archives. Their names have
been a household word among all who are concerned with archives though the death was common level and equal to all does
not cease its cruel moving in our status. It was almost a century
history of struggle and sufferings of Flower, Charles Henry, Hillery Jenkison, John Justus Buck,gurendranath Sen, Ramsay Muir,
B.A. Saletore, K.D. Bhargawa, M.L. Ahluwalia, Dr. S.V. Desskachar, D.S. Baliga, P. Basu, K.€. Sarkar, Salian Ghose and S.N.
Prasad, and fleet of Archivists urge have made valuable suggestioins with interests of clarity, largely a process of unity as Schellenberg remarks, that Archivist should have moral defence of
14
Archives and are priyotalto the professional ethic of archivist. It
is a feather in the cap of the history of Indian Archvies that S.N.
Prasad who kindled and urged the State Governments to intensify the efforts regarding location and preservation of private
records are provided funds for national registry purposes. The
National Archives too under the aegis of Modern Archivists in
recent years Dr. R.K. Perti and others kept on the banner of archival traditon as continuity to linkage, the present to future.
Professional qualities of Archivist will go in a long way like a
mile stone in the annals of history of archives. To cite a few among
the chief was the labour of Syril Thomas Flower, devotion of Jenkinson, enthusiasm of Solon Justus Buck and the scholarship of
Surendranath Sen plunging together in deep all the four have
struggled hard to elevate the study of archives to a scientific discipline and still then neglected Record-keepers craft to the dignity of a profession and to have functioning agency on records.
It is something like the work of Count Cavour, mind of Mazini,
sword of Garibaldi and iron will of Hitler in their work of confederation remains as parable in history when compared these our
stalwarts of Archivist. Thus ail the pioneers (Archvisits) have
brought their ideas together under one banner to bearing their tasks
struggled hard to discover basic principles underlining the archival practices especially Jenkinson's day to build out of them an
orderly and intelligent system for the future archvist to follow the
archival task purely in terms of arrangement, classification, con
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servation, listing, calendaring and study archival practices and
archives history.
While speaking of its impact and influence as thinkers an American Archivist, Oliver Wendel Holmes recently observed, 'it inevitably became the Bible to which inexperienced and untrained
staff members turned for guidance'. The same remark is applicable and holds water to archivists of India.
Jenkinson's services enshrined in the field of conservation were
significant and around it to the aim of the Archivist to serve without prejudice for all who wish to know... the means of know5
ledge'! Jenkinson's greatest achievement through his mission of
activities was able to kindle in the public mind a new consciousness inrespect to what he used to call 'the sanctity of evidence'.
To secure this result, he had to "preach his dearest archival provenance and integrity of archival fonds. His own views to quote
Archivies which have known more than one master in my view,
form part of the Archives of the organisation which last held them
in custody for actual administrative purposes—as a part of their
message to later generations as custodian lay open where there
is no question of new danger to archives'. What he aimed at was
the practical goal of conserving the sanctity of Archivist and not
spectacular triumphs in the theoretical field. Thus he once said
that 'the good archivist is the most selfish devotee of truth'.
Undoubtedly a best example, followed by Justus Buck who stimulated the growth of archives and archive thinking passing for
archival repository of non-current records made easy access by
introducing record groups set up in accordance with provenance
and usually with record creating agency more rational in his
16
custody ultimately for speedy elimination of unwanted records
which were not frequently requistioned by the record creating
agency or users.
The phenominal expansion in archival activities of Government
made it necessary for trained archivists to promote further the
development of new discipline for proper arrangement of new
additional archival materials.
Dr. Surendranath Sen lead the activities of Archivist on historicalpeadagog for importance of research methodology concern with
original sources to attack the problem of public access which was
liberalised after India's independence envisaged publication, collobrating with learned institutions aiming acquisition and organ*
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isation of new materials to archives. That is how the mission of
archivist remembered as Morning Star of Archives renaissance in
Indian field what left to us, a mighty and manifold phenomenon
which will always act as a stimulous both to the archivist and
researcher a dynamic spirit behind all concerned with archives to
fulfill the mission with a standard repositories and facilities for
further development in hands of professional archivist.
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The Archivist As A Conservationist
V.V. TALWAR
Fellow, School of Archival Studies,
National Archives of India, New Delhi
An .archivist is the custodian of collection of records and manuscripts over the creation of which he has had no control and almost
invariably by the time such collections find their way into an archives they are in a dilapidated condition. The archivist's main function then is to conserve this collection and provide necessary
reference media so as to make it available for research and administrative use.
The conservation of this documentary heritage is a complex
problem, since many types of organic media and varieties of inks
have been used in their creation. Although paper is the chief writing material, other materials like papyrus, birch bark, palm leaf,
parchment, vellum, leather and textiles also find a place. Man has
in fact used diverse materials during his evolution to record his
thoughts and activities, which in addition also include clay tablets,
stone, wood, metal alloys etc.
The security problems posed by the world war and the concern
for the safety of cultural property gave rise to microfilming, a new
media which facilitated duplication of manuscripts and other rare
collections for safe storage. The use of microfilming and other
reprographic methods is now an accepted part of the facilites offered by almost all the archives. The main reasons for the adoption
of these services are the ease and speed of copying, duplication
and retrieval, relatively low cost of copying, longer life of copies
produced, integrity of information, standardisation of size etc. The
reprographic facilities thus help the archivist in:
1. Providing for the security of rare and invaluable collection
of records. Microfilm copies of records can be stored in a separate location as a safe-guard against loss of originals.
2. Preservation filming/copying to save records in poor state
and to prevent excessive handling of originals by the use of
duplicates instead of originals.
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3. Filming for facilitative purposes of faded/smudged writings
by ultra-violet or infra-red photography.
4. Easy access to documents for research and reference.
5. Acquisition of microfilm copies of rare manuscripts, out-ofprint publications or records from other repositories to complement the holdings.
6. Micro-publication of indexes which cuts down cost of mailing and facilitates research.
7. Display in exhibition on topical subjects when copies of
records instead of originals can be displayed, thus creating
archival consciousness in the public.
Considering the advantages, the ease and speed with which documents can be copied and duplicated, the XXI International Conference of the Round Table on Archives (CITRA) at its meeting
at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in November, 1982 recommended to
all archive administrations to aim at a comprehensive microfilming programme for preservation purposes.
Further, at a meeting held in March, 1983 in New Delhi of Secretaries of all States and Union Territories, dealing with Culture,
it was decided among others, that funds should be allocated by
the State Governments for the setting up of Reprographic Laboratories.
It has however, to be kept in mind that just as for long life of
paper documents, the quality of paper and ink are of utmost importance, permanency of photographic materials depends upon the
stabilised composition of film base and emulsion, its proper exposure and processing. The introduction of audio-visual aids has
added yet another media in our collection, viz. sound discs, magnetic tape, video tapes and discs etc. Almost all these materials are
the products of recent chemcial technology and have made the
archivist's job in selecting, preserving and organising the records
more difficult and complex. Like other modern records these media
are meant for short term use, are often unstable arid may require
special environment for an increase in their life span. Further,
magnetic recordings are made in reusable media and are often difficult to access. As such, stability and behaviour of these materials to changing environments and keeping them in usable form
are the concern of the archivist in whose custody these materials
are kept.
I
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In almost all the advanced countires federal specifications have
been laid down for paper, ink, photo paper, film and allied materials, their use and storage. The archivist should therefore, insist
and stress upon the record creating agencies the desirability of
creating records using standard materials. However, knowledge
of the factors that cause deterioration is very essential.
Role of Environment
Almost all organic record components are liable to deterioration.
Natural ageing may however, be accelerated by the environment
of the storage area>i.e. by the presence in storage of certain deteriorating factors like direct sunlight, heat, humidity, dust and
atmospheric pollution. Light produces photo chemical reactions.
Heat produces dehydration and disintegration of fibres resulting
in loss of flexibility and natural elasticity, i.e. embrittlement. Moist
heat coupled with stagnant air results in growth of fungus. Dust
acts as an abrasive cutting down the fibres, thereby reducing the
strength of paper. Acidic gases present in urban towns due to industrial effluents or exhaust from automobiles also affect the collection adversely.
Proper conditions of storage with respect to temperature, humidity, removal of dust and exclusion of direct sunlight are of significance. Storage areas should not be subjected to extremeswhether of heal: or cold, of moisture or dryness. As a general guide,
a room suitable enough for human habitation should be considered suitable for storage of records. However, optimum conditions
of storage or environment conducive to long term preservation of
paper, microfilm, photo records, sound discs and magnetic tapes
have been laid down. For instance, paper is best preserved at a
temperature of 20-25 *C and relative humidity of 45-50% and
microfilms at a temperature of about 15 *C humidity of 45-50%
and microfilms at a temperature of about 15 *C and relative humidity of 30-40% with good circulation of air through storage spaces.
To achieve these regulated conditions, air conditioning of storage
areas is desirable. Removal of dust and gaseous impurities like
hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, nitric oxide etc. during air
conditioning by alkaline air washing is necessary. It will thus be
seen that storage and upkeep of a collection of records is costly.
The archivist should therefore, formulate Retention and Disposal

*
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Schedules depending upon the functional requirement of each
series of records to separate the chaff from the grain at the earliest
possible stage.
With a view to conserve the collection of national heritage in
the form of records and manuscripts in the custody of various State
Archives and other institutions, the Government of India have ongoing schemes of financial assistance for the promotion of archival activities, maintenance and scientific preservation of public
records and manuscript collections as well as to set up Reprographic Units. National Archives of India which is the implementing agency, also provides free of cost training facilities in archives
administration, conservation and reprography in its School of Archival Studies. The archivists in charge of such collections can avail
of these facilities to conserve their collections and to promote their
use.
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The Task of the Archivists
V. LALITHA
Research Officer, Tamil Nadu Archives, Madras

Archives have always preserved the cultural heritage of nations
and its responsibility does not stop with conserving the materials
or documents for posterity and making them available for the use
of administrators, but also required to make them available for
scholarly research.
International understanding as a goal for the future depends on
an outlook on the past that is untinged by national prejudice and
bias and cannot be achieved unless scholars succeed in analysing
past events with that spirit of international truthfulness, a prerequisite of mutual understanding.
The governments have embarked on administration for development and social justice. Along with this, the requirements for
research and the norms of examining the past too falls into new
perspectives. An objective analysis of the past not only depends
on the scholar's will to use his sources objectively and to represent results properly, but it is also contingent on the availability
of pertinent research materials. As the records created by the
administrations assume large and complicated proportions, the
measures available to administer them by archivists too needs
sophistication and adequacy. To meet this extensive and varied
demand of the researchers and administrators and to preserve for
posterity the evidence of the activities of this period, the archivist
has to try his best to grope his way, but the road which he has
to travel is not smooth. As much as the total development of archives must be the ultimate aim of archivists, it is a problem which
no single institution will be able to handle whether large or small.
The appraisal of records to determine whether they should be
transferred to the Archives or disposed of as worthless papers was
made difficult by the unsatisfactory methods of filing and of management of current records in most offices. The most serious aspect
of the problem of bulk is not the obvious one of space and pre-
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servation for posterity, but it is rather that of arrangement and control to make the materials usable. It would therefore be appropriate and desirable to appoint trained archivists from the very
beginning with specialised aspects along with a systematic training programme for basic level and administrative level personnel
maintaining records. It would be only through the general raising
of the level of understanding of what archives are and only when
such an understanding permeates the administrative structure,
archival work would become reasonably satisfactory.
The problem of mere physical bulk of Government records is
a very difficult one. The quantity of material that has been filed
as records especially in the last 100 years is so great that it threatens to overwhelm not only the archivists but also the scholars and
officials who have occasion to consult the records. Since the invention of typewriter, much is recorded and filed that might well be
left unrecorded or be disposed of as soon as it had served a temporary purpose.
The archivists render the best service they can on the records.
Much service is rendered not only to administrators, scholars historians, but also to economists, political scientists, sociologists and
even to natural scientists. Even more, services are rendered to individual citizens. In Tamilnadu Archives, for instance, service is
rendered to the public by tracing information relating to service
matters, passing of certain exams, participation in Freedom Movement, land ownership and property rights etc from the Gazettes,
settlement papers etc. and supplying authentic copies to them for
legally establishing their claims. Lawyers, businessmen, geneol
ogists and others also seek specific evidence or information that
may be useful to them in some way.
The archivist have to perform various tasks, such as:
Administration of records
a) Evaluation of records by selection for retention and elimination of ephemeral records for destruction.
b) Rehabilitation of the records by cleaning and giving such
treatment as may be necessary and feasible. To destroy fungi
and vermin all records have to be fumigated. Folded documents have to be flattened to prevent their breaking a* the
crease torn or damaged documents have to be repaired by lamination.
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c) Creating a machinery for investigating the various problems
connected with paper, ink, leather, thread etc. used in records
creation and to do scientific research in eradicating the enemies of records-the record pests and creating optimum condition in stack areas for the proper preservation of records is
a desideratum. On Shri V.V. Talwar's paper, a question was
raised as to how to preserve papers from corrosion by the use
of Ballpoint pens. To this I may say that the Tamil Nadu Govt,
have banned the use of Ball point pen in Govt, offices. As prevention is better than cure, the central and other State Govts.
where Ball pen is used may also follow the example of Tamil
Nadu.
I

Classification of records
According to subjects or groups keeping in mind the principle of
provenance or respect defends and its adaptation to modern administration.
Reference media and finding aids
The competence of an archivist is revealed by the quality of the
finding aids, index, guides, etc. which he has established or going
to establish, permitting access to documents. It will be his crowning work in favour of administrators, researchers and the general
public. A bad, incomplete index more fequently render the research
never to be done again.
The Archives contain almost inexhaustible materials for national
reconstruction. Many proposals for reform which are still of living
interest have been fully considered in the past and implemented
either partially or postponed for future consideration or better
times. It is evident that without proper reference media the archives are bound to remain a sealed book. It is therefore the mission
of archivists to suggest ways by which all this valuable information could be made available to the administrator for considering changes and reforms in administration.
The preparation of Index involves several considerations:
alphabetic list of names of persons, geographies, methodical discription list, systematic bibliography list, alphabetical list of
authors, geographical names, chronology, brief biography of funci
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tionaries, administators, members of Assemblies, religious heads,
etc., various tribunals, committees, ancient measures and their
metric equivalents, list of colleges with dates of creation, foundation of universities, religious and other institutions, administrative divisions, boundaries and their variations and many more
unlistable.
Aids to research
Archivists who know what is where in the Archives and who is
supposed to know because of his daily dealings with the various
departments of Government, what matters and what issues arising from them require to be elucidated, can suggest subjects of
immediate administrative interest for study. Subjects selected
should have a direct bearing on current administrative problems.
Unless it is considered that mere lists of records would serve
every purpose of historical research, press lists, calendars, publications in extenso, selections from records, handy reference books
on select subjects have to be prepared.
Press lists
Allot index titles to all papers arranging them irrespective of their
subjects in strict chronological order. The titles are usually a very
brief precis of the subject to which they relate. They afford only
a ready reference to the transactions or events of a given year and '
nothing more. They were considered only a necessary step towards
calendaring to place the archives in a more satisfactory manner
for research.
I

j

I
i

Calendering
Demands that the archivists have to place before researchers, a
brief but succinct view of every aspect of history. Calendars where
possible must be published in the case of important series of more
modern records which are very voluminous and in the case of
records which contain precious material mixed in a heap of duplicate documents which are of no historic interest. The archivist
should have a vivid imagination, to apprehend which of the facts
mentioned in the records might, in future make a valuable contribution to the various aspects of public activity. A del ailed unifying subject index has to be prepared.
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Publication in extenso
w

Is adopted as the best method for comparatively old records which
constitute important series, which are of small bulk and which contains a great mass of valuable information.
Handy reference books and notes
A vast amount of material of great value for national reconstruction and uplift of masses have to be resurrected from the Archives by the archivists to make the materials available in a clear
and concise form to the administrators and researchers. Notes on
various subjects of current interest have to be prepared after a careful and intricate search and study covering centuries, as modern
research is tending to become more and more intensive and specialized.
The mission does not stop here. The public should be made archives conscious and informed of the need for preserving the
records-cultural heritage. For this purpose Archives Week are
observed and historique expositions arranged from time to time.
The presentation requires to be always instructive and attractive.
The expositions demand stylish show cases, proper labelling of
documents in a clear concise language to bring out the richness
of the documents in a complete form. The labelling of documents
should enable its preparation of reduction into a catalogue which
would remain even after the close of the exposition.
University students find it increasingly difficult to select proper
subjects for research. It is very necessary to initiate them into the
research field with a view to encouraging them undertake
researches, particularly into those neglected periods of Indian history which are suffering due to lack of proper guidance or encouragement. The cause of research in India has suffered on account
of the isolation of researchers. Their capacities should be turned
into constructive research channels.
Our late Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi in June 1981, and
also subsequently stressed the need to inculcate among the youth
an urge to conserve national heritage and said that the centres of
Archives, Museums and Libraries should forge closer links so that
their lasting value could be made known to the people at large.
•
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Tasks Before the
Archivist of Tomorrow
Dr. P.P. SHIRODKAR
Director of Archives, Archaeology & Museum, GOA
This paper is not a seminar paper in the traditional sense. It should
be rather treated as the tour d' horizon envisaged by a traditional
archivist of a developing country. The mission of the archives as
enshrined in the Declaration of Principles is indispensable to society and no other institution may be substituted for it in its task.
As the time has passed this has proved absolutely and indisputably accurate in full sense. But the mission of the traditional
archivist as a professional in charge of making possible the fulfilment of the objectives of archives, namely conservation, organisation and service to the public of documents, either public or
private in nature has undergone a sea change with tremendous
advancement in science and technology. His role today is no more
restricted to the four walls of the repository. The communication
technology has elevated him to an exalted position of no return
while raising the status of the archives. Now he can no longer
remain in isolation since he is cast in an enviable role of a vital
part of a cultural environment without which the humanity cannot
survive. Therefore, he has to play more positive and dynamic role
to be the communicator who should impart the assembled memory
from generation to generation thereby developing the capacity of
the receiver.
This action of his will lead to the propulsive interaction of human
involvement more and more. That is the reason why, whatever
assignment the archivist tries to take up will be a helpful service
to the user directly or indirectly. With the fast changing world,
even the bureaucracy cannot take a chance of becoming lethargic
and passive. The unimaginable pressure from the wide range of
media of the post-literate age is forcing bureaucracy directly or
indirectly to face the challenges of the time and its dynamics today
can be easily gauged by the evidence of records it is producing.
It is indeed necessary therefore to broaden the role of archives to
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the extent of involving it in the life cycle of a record, right from
its creation till it is relegated to the archives for preservation or
disposal or for ultimate destruction.
While the post-industrial age followed by the post-literate period
have brought such an immense change in social, economic and
political life of the world, that to keep pace with the advance of
the communication technology, the archivist must educate himself now with all media of records in vogue today. He should no
longer be a mere custodian but a consultant who should be in a
position to give his views on the nature, confines and thrust of
records. He should be well abreast of the research going on in the
world and should be in a position to render necessary help to the
scholars and researchers to save their time.
With the automation,the archival activities will rise manifold
and the role of the archivist as well as the profession of archives
will undergo a revolutionary evolution, Machine Readable Archives and computerization giving rise to archival networks in the
countries, automation, various types of microforms, data banks
will result into the laying of emphasis on research and the role
of the archivist as a mere custodian, processor and records manager will be alienated from his role as a finder of aids. There is
a possibility that he may end himself u p as a Reference Archivist
or a consultant or as an expert or specialist in communication data
processes or formats. In future,his role of traditional archivist may
look antiquarian because he may have to collaborate actively with
the system analyst, librarian, information scientist, policy maker
or planner and the changing bureaucrat. The archival operations
in the coming centuries will have such;. multifarious dimensions
and multipurpose utilities that the joint ventures in the form of
archival networks will be the need of the hour. The larger archives will have to collaborate and cooperate with smaller ones to
satisfy the 21st century scholar who will expect to obtain the material by sitting in his research room and not going to the archives.
The most advanced system of today like that of TELEFAC by
which the document copy is obtained by merely phoning the^archivist concerned will be not only a boon to the scholars but also
will take the servicing of the archivists to new heights and the archvisits in turn will become the true servants of the historians.
Nevertheless, automation will have a deep impact on the management of records, traditional archival theory and the occupation
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and will create unimaginable tremendous responsibilities. Interactions between the nations will have to be broad-based so as to
facilitate the easy access to records in microforms. The legal and
diplomatic hurdles will have to be ironed out. The wider use of
Machine Readable Data Files on a global scale will have the archives an universal dimension which the archivist of tomorrow will
have to cope up with by a planned and systematic action for archival development.
The end results of the communication technology, miniturisatioin, multilingual translation system, supercomputers will be fantastically far-reaching which appears phantasm today and the
creation of records thereform will make the task of the future archivist more and more complex inviting altogether the new dimensions to the methodologies of preparing inventories, appraisal,
classification, indexing and the use. This obviously will make him
aware of the necessity of the universal standardisation of data processes and microforms for widescale applicability and to bring
about uniformity in archival approaches. The data processing techniques and for its servicing, the archivist will have to share more
burden than the researcher or the user of the time. And therefore,
the traditional search for archival material will be rather the joint
effort of the archivist and the researcher. We may imagine today
that it may be a mechanical tyranny to which the future archivist
will be subjected to, but if he thinks to survive, he will have no
other alternative but to struggle because the custodians of the
books i.e. the librarians, communication or information scientists
will go far ahead of him in the automative race.
The impact of the automation may have on museums as well.
While the museums may have artifacts as of today, iconographic
archivist may deal with the photographic archives of these objects.
While cartographic collections have military and strategic values
for more accurate data, the collections of aerial photography and
satellite picture will have more relevance for the military strategies in future. And under the circumstances, the archivist will
have no less role to understand and manage these records.
The mission of the archivist of tomorrow will be multifarious.
He will be the custodian of many a records which donot come
under his control for preservation in present times. In our country for instance, with the exception of Goa Archives, the custody
of judicial archives is still elusive for him. The time is not far when
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the judge in the temples of law will have to devote some time for
the judicious retrieval of the proliferating records which are lying
sometimes uncared for, for centuries. In coming decades,with the
rise in crimes and punishments, the courts will have to give verdicts in favour of the archivists. Unthought of, unimagined special change that is going on in the country today resulting info
welfare activities will in course of time expand the dimension of
the archival field to such an extent that this specialized data collection will create new type of specialists. There will have to be
data banks of land records and registrations. The tremendous
explosion of the population resulting into expanding census operations will create a new data base which will attract the attention
of genealogists and population experts who in fact will be archivists in the garb of scientists. The architectural records, civic and
municipal archives. environmentalrecords,oceanographic and space
exploration records, relating to genealogy and heraldry, radio and
TV recordings, video disc§ (though they are not lasting today, infuture they may be in better material) optical digital discs, graphic
documentation will require highly qualified archivists who will
be in a position to take a realistic approach towards modernisation of archival infrastructure with a view to develop archival programmes so as not to discard the potential resources for optimum
utilization. The Archivist of the future will not be a mere keeper
of records but a guardian of the rich heritage for the benefit of
the 'world village' of tomorrow.
Another important aspect which we cannot afford to ignore is
coming up of the institutional archives. The educational and commercial activities are growing today with such a rapid speed that
the institutional archives will compete with the public archives.
The institutional records and business records will go on accumulating to an alarming proportion, for which the trained archivist
will have to to go on a rescue mission. The archival operations
may shoot up to such proportions that the public archives may
seek the help of the universities or the institutions to deposit their
holdings there, under a network system. Or the institutions themselves may form a consortium to manage their own records with
their own archivists trained in non-tradi tional methodologies as
per the demands of our time. In our country, if we desire to equip
the 'Archivist of Tomorrow', we will have to do a lot of introspection right now. The first and foremost objective of our should
*
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be to have an archival legislation in the country. We cannot preserve the archival heritage of the country without uniform legislation which is long overdue. In fact, it deserves utmost priority
and as much attention that is given to safeguard the cultural heritage. If we visualize to broaden the functions and the role of the
archivist in the coming century, in contrast with the traditional
archivist, we will have to sound him about the sound archives,
music archives, records of literature, history, drama and folklore
recordings, natural history collections, bio-acoustics and medical
sounds, recorded linguisitc and dialect surveys, military records,
parliament and legislative archives, oral history recordings, broadcasting and commercial records archives. While dealing with business and bank records management, he will have to train himself
in file systems and plans, file equipment, electronic filing, micrographics, inventory and scheduling, and all innovative records
management operations.
Another matter of immediate concern for us today is to standardize the use of paper and ink. With the general use of ball pens,
the pressure exerted on paper is more than that of a fountain pen.
Since the future custodian of archives will have to deal with today's
current files his task vis-a-vis preservation of such records will be
very difficult unless some urgent measures at the nationwide level
are taken.
We in this country, have not given adequate attention to the oral
history. Sometimes, oral history can be the main source of information. But its importance as supplementary information is indisputable. If we desire to build up the cultural history of India, we
shoud go in for more and more oral history programmes for the
people in all walks of life who mattered. We can also identify the
Indian News Reels of the Films Division, which will help us to
build up the visual data in the archives to help the scholars to
reconstruct the history.
If we look back towards the track of the archival development
in the world, it is felt that the archivist will not fail to readapt to
the new work ethics and the growing demands of the government and public.

Historical Importance of Archivist
CHANDRAKANT B. PANDYA
Director, Gujarat State Archives, Gandhinagar,

Before we discuss "The Mission of Archivist" we should know how
the word Archivist has been coined. This has been coined on the
anology of the word "NEWS" where N stands for North, E for East,
W for West and S for South. Thus the word news has come into
being. Similarly, in my opinion the word Archivist is also coined
as under:
A

A-stands for Acquaintance
R-stands for Records
C-stands for Chronological
H-stands for Historical
I-stands for Importance
V-stands for Viewing
I-stands for Inspections
S-stands for Stopping
T-stands for Tampering

Thus when all the alphabets
are put together it forms the
duty of an Archivist as under:
Archivists should have
acquaintance with records in a
chronological order of historical
importance with the process of
their viewing, inspecting and
stopping tampering

From the above, it will be seen that Archivist is mainly associated with the archives. The word archives is known to all, it is
derived from the Greek word 'archeion' meaning that which
belongs to an office. This has again its origin in the word arche,
which has a number of meanings and consequently a number of
derivations with different connotations as: (1) Beginning, origin,
first casue (2) first place, power, sovereignity, empire, realm (3)
magistracy, office. From its Greek origin was derived the Latin
Archivum which later on gave birth to French word V archive and
les-archives. From the French came the English word archives in
a collective sense as office, administration and place where records
are kept. Further it will be interesting to know how the word Archives has been coined.
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In Archives
A-stands for Accession
R-stands for Records
C-stands for Chronological
H-stands for Historical
I-stands for importance
V-stands for Valuable
S-stands for Stack area

Thus in Archives we may have
accession of Records in a
chronological order with its
historical importance and
valuable but easy to find in
stack area

Thus the Archivists' main Mission is attached to archives, i.e.
(1) records, (2) place where the records are centralised and (3) with
the administration.
In order to signify the above meaning the Archvist has to perform the following missionary activities:
(1) He should tender advice to Government in all matters pertaining to archvies and its development.
(2) He should receive and administer public records of permanent value.
(3) He should maintain a complete set of reports, blue books,
gazettes and other official publications and should arrange
for their regular receipt.
(4) He should co-ordinate and guide all operations connected
with public records for their simplifications and best administration.
(5) He should ensure that records of permanent value are not
destroyed and are transferred to his custody at the appropriate time.
(6) He should conduct surveys to locate records, manuscripts etc.
of historical value in possession with private individuals and
institutions, such as social organisations, religious bodies,
educational institutions. Wherever possible he should acquire
them in original. If this is not possible he should obtain copies
through purchase, gift, loan or ortherwise with a view to build
up archival heritage.
(7) He should arrange adequate facilities for scholars to conduct
research from the records.
(8) He should maintain close liaison with the cultural departments and other Govt, departments, the universities and
*
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learned institutions engaged in allied cultural activities.
(9) He should perform the traditional archival tasks of accessioning, preservng, arranging and describing records by preparing reference media and should arrange for retrieving
information from them for the research scholars and administrators.
Considering the above missionary activities, it will be seen that
the work of Archivist is not of a routine nature. He has to face
the- problems, how to simplify record creation, how to quickly
retrieve information from records and how to preserve records of
enduring values. He has to prepare articles, publications which
may throw light on the present administration. Thus he has to serve
educational, social and political needs of the people, besides day
to day administrative and legal requirements. In fact he is not
merely a custodian a passive functionary but has to become
dynamic and active, a consultant who should be in position to
express his views on the nature confines and thrust of records. Thus
he is an adviser, the administrator, scholar as well as to those who
approach him. He is a guard and a torch bearer for the posterity. He is main instrument for increasing the efficiency in the
administration. In fact he should be a friend,philosopher and guide
of the entire gamut of Record Management and preservation. For
such of an important mission the person with the highly academic
background requires to be appointed an Archivist. He should possess knowledge of various subjects and administration. He should
be enthusiastic and always ready to face the challenging job.T^en-.
erally Archivist is highly educated in an educated mass.
In a developed country like the U.S.A. the department of Archives has got a seperate identity with other secretariat departments
and is placed directly under the President. Thus in the U.S.A. 'Mission of Archivist' has been recognised and given due importance.
In India due importance to the field of Archives has not been
given. Though recommended by the Tarachand Committee, the
Archival Law has not been enacted so far. The first and foremost
objective of ours should be to have an universal archival legislation without which we cannot preseve our cultural heritage. Simultaneoulsy due importance to the department of Archives requires
to be given. At least the department should be treated as an
attached office with the Secretariat Department. At present it has
*
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been treated as subordinate department of the Secretariat Department.
Consequently the powers delegated to Archivist are limited. In
such situatioin the Archivist is not in a position to perform adequate role in the administration. His mission is not only pious but
very important and of high category for the present generation as
well as for posterity. Therefore, Archivist should be associated with
each and every stage of administration and his advice should be
called for fromthe beginning to the end of paper creation in every
walk of life. At the same time he should be given adequate powers
so that he may be able to impose his advice for smooth administration. This will indirectly be useful for making efficient administration for future.
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Archivist—The Scholar's Angle
Dr. HARI SINGH

Head, History Deptt., P.G. Govt. College, Faridabad

The archivist is the custodian of the non-current series of records'.
His primary function is to cater to the needs of administration.
The scholar perception of the role of the archivist is conditioned
by his own needs and requirements. To take a realistic view,most
of the scholars consider the archivist as a friend, philosopher and
guide. The younger scholar as he steps out of the University after
his M.A. and M.Phil, suddenly gets a shock as he joins Ph.D. He
realises that he has a vast sea of record from which he has to fish
out relevant material, often he collects material which is never utilised. He has no practical idea of the discipline of Archives. In most
of the cases he has not even heard the name of the Archvies. This
youthful, energetic scholar has a rosy picture about his future as
a historian. He lacks patience and in most of the cases the clear
idea about what he is looking for?
In the research room he finds himself face to face with people
who are busy with their own projects,these senior scholars have
no time for these novices and whenever they get a chance, they
give so many ideas, suggestions and many of them declare that
the topic on which the young scholar is working is unfit for
research and he would reach no where. The passive scholar now
becomes pessimistic and introvert, often isolated and a feeling of
neglect gradually creeps in his mind.
It is at this stage that the scholar should realise that there is
someone, who has seen many of his tribe struggling and had the
experience of saving many other scholars from the pit falls of collecting unnecessary material, irrelevant to his research. This kindly
person is no other than the archivist, incharge of the research room,
who can play a positive role in a scholar's life, with tact and understanding. He (Archivist) knows that the scholar, does not even
know, how to consult indexes and other reference media or nandle
the archival material. He is trained to preserve, protect and salvage
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the record which is sometimes brittle, old but most valuable. He
has to explain to the scholar the value, manner and the method
of safe handling of archival material, which is our national property and must be protected at all costs. To my mind, "the mission
of the archivist" is first and foremost to protect the archives from
mis-handling, careless use and pilferage. He has to protect it from
moths like silverfish, but he has also to protect it from the scholar's careless use. The scholar and the archivist, should have a clear
understanding that archival material must be handled with care.
Another aspect is the servicing at the archival repositories. The
new scholar has to complete lot of formalities and delay in the
receipt of records 'not transferred' reply after waiting a full day
causes irritation and disappointment. Servicing of archives is like
an emergency service, since the scholars by nature are sensitive
and many leave research work midway because they are not able
to trace the record they need. It is here that the archivist has to
be investigative, imaginative, and above all humane and tolerant.
No goal is higher than the mutual goodwill which develops during
the course of our research work.
The scholar and the archivist do not belong to different class
systems, they do not stand face to face in the opposite side of the
fence. If the archivist is not a specialist he at least is expected to
know the nature of records needed for a particular topic. This is
the basic requirement. He has to keep himself well informed about
the latest acquisitions in the Archives and should gladly part with
latest information.
Another aspect which I consider is most relevant to the functioning of archival repositories are better service conditions, avenues of promotion and recognition of their own research work. From
an archivist's point of view I find that in most of the cases, his
life is hard and not many can aspire to reach the highest ladder.
If time-scale promotion based on good work is given the archivists would definitely find more satisfaction in their jobs. In some
states the tradition is still to make an IAS as the Director of Archives, who has many other departments under his charge. The
Deputy Director, does everything about that particular archival
repository but is denied promotion or grade which he deserves.
This system of ad-hocism must be done away with and permanent appointments should be made from the cadre.
t
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In the end, I would say that archivist's profession is very noble.
His primary duties are to conserve the archival resources of the
nation and to make these available for official reference and provide research. These are normally the traditional cluties but in
modern times, he should play active role with .procedures and
exigencies associated with records management programmes af\d
particularly in the relative matters of controling the abnormal
growth of the modern records to the minimum. He should be also
aware of the trends of modern research methodology. The archvisits should follow a pratical approach in the wider aspects of
records management, which I consider, most vital for the successful performance of its primary functions. He is in a .way educator
of the researchers and none can deny their contribution towards
the great research works produced by eminent scholars. In this
respect I would affirm that "good work" is its own reward. None
can pay the price of their guidance and timely help. Ideals have
to be maintained but we cannot afford to live on dreams alone.
Archivist must follow a practical approach.

Archives and Archivist:
Their Mission
I.N. VERMA
Fellow, School of Archival Studies,
National Archives of India
The creation of records, both private and public has been a continuous process since man learnt the art of writing and more so
with the use of paper. But the terms archive and archivist and
all what they mean today is a saga of recent development. If we
go back to the pre-independence era these terms were unknown
not only in the common parlance but also in academic and historical circles. The archivist was too frequently identified with the
elderly antiquarian, who was given his job in order to provide for
his old age. And it did not occur to people that he needs any particular training or qualification. Independence brought about in
its wake democratisation of politcal and administrative institutions
and concept of a welfare state. Central as well as state archival
institutions which were earlier meant to serve only administrative needs began to emerge, though gradually, something important and vital for the society as a whole. Henceforth archives began
to be harnessed to serve educational, social and politcal needs of
the people, besides administrative and legal requirements.
This has resulted in the expansion and development of archival
profession and in the last 20 to 25 years it has become in many
ways virtually a new profession. The basic change of course, is
that the archivist has ceased to be primarily a custodian—a
caretaker—and has also become a collector of records, manuscripts,
pictures and maps. Now he is no longer a passive functionary but
has become dynamic and active. This change is reflected in the
growth of private archives and manuscript collections, acquisition,
arrangement and cataloguing of seals, maps and mi crofilms and
in the preparation of National Register. There is a striking progress in the construction of archival buildings and acquisition programmes of various state archives. There is a sustained effort for
archival development and to make people conscious about the role
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of archives and archivist. It has been due to the realisation that
a great amount of valuable material was not being adequately
cared for and the collections now being assembled will be of great
value in future. The personal papers of public figures, freedom
fighters, literary manuscripts, business records and those of societies and associations are being much sought for by the archives
departments as .well as libraries. The volume and variety of material as presently available is really amazing.
The second major change that has taken place in the role of archivist is his deep involvement in records management. This
involvement springs, of course, from the great volume of records
that are produced by the multifarious activities of a modern government. This creates twofold problems. There is first the necessity to curb the creation of unnecessary records and to see that
those which come into existence are managed efficiently and economically. The second problemtethat of the matter of records disposal. It is no longer practicable to keep every thing; costs are so
high that the records manager is compelled to destroy as much
material as possible and as soon as possible. But disposal is to be
done on certain principles of selection and destruction, which in
itself is not a very simple matter. It invovles nothing less than an
attempt to judge the future needs of scholars. However, historian
is not the only person concerned. Government operations and controls now extend into so many fields that official records are a major
source of information for research workers in innumerable disciplines. No change in the role and mission of archivist is mere
significant than the way in which the circumstances are forcing
him into a position in which he has a life and death control over
much of his material. Every fragment of information in his possession, every faint indication of what may be of interest and
importance in the years to come must be taken into consideration
by the conscientious archivist while passing life and death sentence on a collection of records. Sources may wait for years and
decades, when some scholar may desire to consult them but it has
to be none else but the archivist, who must have perceived far in
advance their potential value and ensured their preservation.
Thus the modern archvist has become atonce an architect,
records manager, conservation and reprography specialist, expert
in the information retrieval and preparation of finding aids as well.
as a scholar to provide necessary guidance to research scholars.
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In addition to all this he is expected to provide necessary professional expertise and is also required to participate in the archival
deliberations at international level. Thus the profession of archivist has now become so broad and varied that no one person can
any longer claim to have a detailed knowledge of all its aspects.
Other specialized segments of our profession will certainly arise
in the future as collections grow and the material which they contain becomes more varied in character.
In our own country the role of the Indian Historical Records
Commission in emphasising the importance and value of archives
as primary source material for research and in raising their status
can not be ingnored or minimised. It has been a watchdog of academic and historical interest in archives and ever since its inception in 1919 has been pressing the authorities for a better deal for
archives through adequate funds. The archivist has extended his
full cooperation with the Commission in understanding their view
point, has been lending his full support in their demand on liberalisation of the rules of access to archives, prevention of unauthorised destruction of records, provision for suitable reference
media to facilitate the work of research scholars and acquisition
of materials from foreign repositories to supplement the inadquate
documentation on many aspect of Indian History. Thus there has
been close cooperation between the archivist and the historian for
maximum exploitation of archives.
Last but not the least important is the fact that the archival activity has become a profession; and it should be recognised that the
work pertaining to archives, both private and public, can be done
well and expertly only by trained archivist. By and large the amateur should be kept out. There are institutions in this country,
which are embarking enthusiastically upon the collection of records
and manuscripts without any real conception of what their proper
care and servicing would involve. They require skilled attention
but this truth is less widely known and appreciated than it should
be.
We are rapidly leaving far behind the peaceful and passive d ^ys
of the antiquarian archivist. We now belong to a dynamic and
developing profession, that amongst other things, is charged with
the documentation j*elating to the present and past that will be
available to the scholars in future. The archivist of today has
accepted this challenge and is carrying out his mission with devotion and dedication to the cause of archives.

Valedictory Address
by
Shri T.S. SINHA
Director of Archives, Bihar State Archives

Friends,
As one Of the founding member of the Association, I have a great
pleasure to say few words on the conclusion of the seminar
arranged at a short notice by our Association. The organisers of
the seminar and particularly our energetic Secretary, Shri Kachroo deserve our congratulation for conducting the seminar successfully. It is also a great occasion that our colleagues from State
Archives and eminent Professors of various Universities have
assembled here to share with us the practical difficulties as managing archives and thereby enlisting cooperation and support in the
fulfilment of our common goal.
The papers read by our distinguished colleagues and other
experts have ably brought out the significant role played by the
Archivists in discharge of their duties, and responsibilities evolved
on them to maintain and preserve the archives on scientific lines
and for historical research. The role of an Archivist is not merely
a custodian of records, as is generally believed, but he is required
to take over and handle archival material professionally and preserve it safely. Through scientific arrangement, registering and preparing elaborate finding aids he makes it accessible for research,
sometime performs scientific research in branches of learning, facilitating the use of archival material.
In the sphere of general education and development of archival
consciousness in the general public, Archivist arranges exhibitions
from time to time with one slogan behind it, i.e. "Let's Remember
the Past" and at the same time a useful means in the popular education of the archives.
The papers read by the distinguished speakers were of high
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standard and quality. The discussions that took place during the
deliberation were equally useful to the young professionals and
may be appreciated by the veterans. In the end, I am of the opinion that by organising such seminars and workshops the Association may achieve its objectives by these fruitful endeavours.
Thank you,

ATTENTION !
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OVERSEAS. OUR SUPERB PAPERS ARE
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5. Dr. Hari Singh Head, Post-Graduate Department of History,
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Smt. Kshma Sharma, Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Sanat Kumar Swami, Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Shiv Chand Tiwari, Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Narsinglal Kirado Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Kishana Ramjawa Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Laxminarayan Surolia Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State
Archives.
Shri Nanak Lai Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Kami Prasad Joshi, Chemist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Manik Chand Sipain Asstt. Chemist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Man Singh Mehra, Asstt. Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Dwarka Lai Mathur Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
Shri Ghanshyam Lai Mathur, Archivist Rajasthan State Archives.
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BIHAR STATE ARCHIVES—A REPOSITORY
OF CONSERVATION AND UTILISATION OF
PUBLIC RECORDS
Bihar State Archives functions as an office of the attached Head of Department
under the administrative control of Cabinet Secretariat and Co-ordination Department, Government of Bihar. There are four regional Archives Centres viz.f Darbhanga, Ranchi, Betiah and Bhagalpur.
District and Divisional records from 1770 and Departments records from 1859
are chronologically preserved here. The record of the East India Company Rule
have great importance as source materials for the study of Indian History. Besides
this there are records series relating to 1857 Mutiny and the freedom movement
period, which have attracted many scholars of Modern Indian History both from
India and abroad. Records more than 30 years old are open to bonafide research
purposes. The facilities of transcription and supply of copies of old records on
moderate charges are available. The following publications based on the records
preserved in the State Archives are available on sale.

Price
1. Selections from unpublished correspondence of the Judge,
Magistrate and the Judge of Patna, 1790-1857.
2. Unrest against British Rule in Bihar, 1831-1859.
3. Bihar Mein Angrezi Raj Ke Virudh Ashanti 1831-1859.
4. Writings and Speeches of Mahatma Gandhi Relating to Bihar,
1917-1947.
5. Some Firmans, Sanads and Parwanas, 1578-1802 A.D.
6. Catalogue of Patna Commissioner's Records, 1813-1853.
7. Select Documents on Mahatma Gandhi's Movement in Champaran,
1917-1918.
8. Selections from the Judicial Records of the Bhagalpur District
Office, 1792-1805.
9. Patna Commissioner's Records Series Volume I, being descriptive
list of monthly bundles from the Commissioner, Patna to the
Secretary, Government of Bengal (1853-1975).
10. Patna Commissioner's Records Series Volume II, being descriptive
list of monthly bundles from the Secretary, Government of Bengal
to the Commissioner, Patna Division from 1854-1875.
11. Gandhiji in Bihar sponsored by Political (Special) Department,
Published on the occsasion of Gandhi Centenary, 1969
(Paper cover)
(Cloth bound)
12. A Hand Book of Bhagalpur District Revenue Records (1774-1855).
13. Care and preservation of Records in the Bihar State Archives as
source materials for the study of Modem Indian History.
(T.& Sinha)
Director of Archives,
Bihar State Archives,
Patna-800015.
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02.75
02.75
40.60
0.9.00
19.50
26.40
27.90
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24.80
11.60
12.60
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Welcome Address
by
Prof. ATIQ AHMAD SIDDIQI*
Dean, Faculty of Arts and Director,
Sir Syed Academy AMU, Aligarh
Janab S. Kashim Ali Sahib, Vice-Chancellor, Aligarh Muslim Uni-.
versity; Dr.R.K. Perti, Shri Kachroo Sahib distinguished colleagues,
members of the Association of Indian Archivists.
I have a great pleasure in welcoming you all to this seminai*
being organised by Association of the Indian Archivisits in collaboration with our Acdemy (Sir Syed Academy) of the University. It is well known fact that Libraries, Archives, MSS Libraries,
and other learned institutions engaged in the management and
preservation of the recorded material in the form of books, records,
documents and illuminated precious documents face big problems
and it is necessary for us all who are engaged in the maintenance
and management of the recorded material, find some practical
solutions to safeguard and interpret a segment of the broad spectrum of our rich and long cultural and historical heritage. It is,
however, heartening to record that Archivists, Librarians and professionals in the field managing archives, libraries, museums, etc.
are enlisting the cooperation and support of their professional first
cousins in the fulfilment of a common goal. I, therefore, accord
to you a warm welcome on behalf of Sir Syed Academy and the
Aligarh Muslim University to the Seminar "Problems in Conservation and Management of Books, Manuscripts and Archives."
However, I personally consider it a matter of great privilege and
pleasure to play host to the distinguished gathering of Archivists,
Librarians, Microphotographists, Conservationists and distinguished luminaries of the University in this assembly today.

* Script prepared from the recorded address—Editor,

Introduction
by
PROF. M.L. AHLUWALIA
Former Dy. Director of National Archives
and Corresponding Member of ICA
Mr. Vice Chancellor, Prof. Siddiqi, Dr. Perti and friends of fraternity of Archivists, Conservators and Librarians. It is indeed a
matter of great privilege for all of us to hold a seminar on "The
Problems in Conservation and Management of Books, MSS and
Archives" in tliis prestigious University. As I speak here amongst
the glaxy of scholars, scientists, archivists, conservators, and librarians assembled here from almost all parts of the country representing the Archives, Museums, Mss Libraries and Art gallaries,
I feel doubly assured of the very bright future of our Association.
I may recall that like any other organisation or association, the idea
of Association of Indian Archivists was conceived in an informal
chat held amongst the Archivists, delegates of the State Govts and
the then Director of the National Archives of India, Dr. S.N. Prasad
at an annual session of the Indian Historical Records Commission
(at Bikaner in 1976) which used to be the only forum since 1919
in which the professional Archivists and the historians or in other
words the preservers and users of records and archives used to
get together. This was in fact one of the reasons that whereas in
the USA, UK and a few other countries in the West, separate organisations of professional archivists had been formed in the early
decade of the 20th century, we in India did not form a separate
platform for the professional archivists. In fact the functions of the
professional Archivists were performed ever since 1922 itself by
a sub-committee of the Indian Historical Records Commission.
Later on, another committee called the National Committee of
Archivists was added in 1953. Thus till the Association of Indian
Archivists came into existence,the local Records Sub-committee and
the National Committee of Archivists were the bodies which provided the necessary professional forum for discussion of the problems and issues related to the management and administration
^^^^H^M
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of records and archives and their conservation.
I am recalling here the names of these fore-runners of the Association on these two committees which together have left a very
rich heritage in the forum of expert opinions and resolutions upon
which this Association can always fall back upon.
It is also matter of gratification for all of us, that the universities with very rich academic heritage, like the Aligarh Muslim University have come forward to patronize our Association. In fact
we had on our part also looked to the universities for giving a lead
to the field of providing new and latest records management techniques and as centres for setting up professional courses for the
same. We are happy that some universities have already started
courses for training of professional forum *>f records, historical,
mss, library material and so on, which will be of great use to the
professionals who are actually engaged in this task of preservation of the series of Indian heritage. I must conclude by owning
T
a great debt which we owe to a few very dedicated members of
the Association, particularly Dr, R.K. Perti, Director, National Archives of India who is also the President of the Association, and Shri
M.L. Kachroo, in whom the Association is lucky to have not only
an experienced and mature professional but the real soul of the
Association. No less has been the contribution of Shri T.S. Sinha,
Director, Bihar State Archives in making this Association what is
today, an enlarged membership, and a team of devoted workers.
With persons like these, we can further look forward to the Association coming out in still more flying colours in the years to come.
We are all very much indebted to Syed Hashim Ali Saheb, the
Vice-Chancellor of the University, Prof. Atiq Ahmad Siddiqi, Director and staff of the Sir Syed Academy, the Aligarh Muslim University for kindly sponsoring this seminar.

Inaugural Address
by
SYED HASHIM ALI
Vice-Chancellor, Aligarh Muslim University

I have a great pleasure to be with you to share your experience
on the problems in conservation and management of Books, Manuscripts and Archives etc. I am glad that this Seminar has been
organised jointly by the Association of Indian Archivists and Sir
Syed Academy of our University. It is heartening to note that the
organisers have chosen a subject which is of primary importance
to Archivists, Librarians, Museologists and in fact to everyone who
is concerned with the preservation of counrt/s heritage in the
interest of scholarship. During the last few decades because of
development of new techniques preservation has become a highly
specialized job. It has developed into a science and obviously there
is a need that the professionals responsible for the custody of these
fragile materials should up date their knowledge by holding such
seminars and workshops in which they should exchange notes to
ensure that best treatment could be meted out to our heritage so
that we of the present generation could adequately discharge our
obligations to pass on this patrimony to our succeeding generations. You are well aware that this heritage of ours is in the form
of archives, manuscripts, documents—some illuminated—and
other art treasures have already suffered enough due to long
neglect for one reason or the other including merciless ravages by
time, vagaries of nature, infestation by insects, fire hazards and
vandalism.
Gone are the times when lovers of learning used to maintain
and manage their libraries with well-tried traditional techniques.
Now the situation has quite changed. Now more effective and
modern techniques have been evolved for preserving different
types of record rhaterial and art objects, antiques and so on. Actually we are witnessing a type of revolution when more and more
celluloid material is being used. Governments throughout world
and other international agencies have become quite conscious of
•
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their obligations and have adopted legislation for proper and scientific preservation of their documentary materials. The Govt, of
India and the State Government have likewise become more conscious to safeguard the rich cultural wealth which the country has
inherited. This may be true in respect to the documentary materials other than books. The condition of the books in some of the
libraries is generally unsatisfactory. The Planning Commission has
for the last few years been providing more funds under Five Year
Plans for the development of libraries and archives. Hence it is
desirable that proposals with well thought action plans are formulated to the betterment of materials in their custody. If resources permit all the libraries should be well equipped with the
reprographic equipment for the benefit of scholars.
This very change in the attitude of the Government, and the
growing consciousness among the public at large has imposed tremendous responsibilities on all the custodians of the documentary material, who should rise to the occasion and discharge their
responsibilities with devotional dedication.
I am happy that the Association of the Indian Archivists have
come forward to regenerate interest in the problems which the conservationists, archivists and librarians have to face. 1 am told that
the Association have already organised seminars on different topics
to suplement the activities of the Government and have been successful in arousing consciousness in non-governmental organisations to safeguard their valuable records for their administrative
use and future needs. The efforts of the Association to lend a helping hand to private and semi-public organisations deserve praise
and appreciation.
You will be glad to know that the Aligarh Muslim University
has always tried to excel in the maintenance and preservation of
records. It has one of the best libraries known as Maulana Azad
Library. It has established a reputation as a centre of learning and
cultural renaissance in India. The Aligarh Institue Gazette was published from here during the last quarter of the 19th century. The
Scientific Society was established by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan in
1863-64. If you have chance to get these, you will find that
practically in every issue a great stress was laid on inclucating
tKe spirit of scientific enquiry. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the founder
of this University had in his very famous work entitlted Aasar-usSanadid laid direct or indirect stress on the need to preserve our
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cultural heritage. Hence, I consiser it a befitting occasion to pay
our gratitude to the great man through this Seminar to focus attention on the problems of conservation etc. of the invaluable recorded
heritage. However, I would like to strike a note of caution. Conservation or restoration work is of highly< technical nature. We
should carefully establish the cause or factor which may be
responsible for causing decay to the object. The material which
is used for treatment or restoration should not in the process distort
or destroy its original condition or its aesthetic value. The persons
who are responsible or are engaged on the job should possess adequate experience and training. In no case the job should be undertaken by a layman or unskilled person. You are youself quite aware
how our misplaced confidence in our techniques has cuased a great
damage to our art treasures. Here is a challenge to all those
engaged in the work of restoration or conservation. With these few
words I declare the Seminar open. I pray for the success of your
laudable objectives.
I may also add that this University having invited the Association to hold the Seminar has taken some pains to ensure all possible facilities and comforts for the stay of delegates at the campus
during these two days. Prof. Atiq Ahmad Siddiqi, Director, Sir Syed
Academy has been himself looking after to even the minutest
details. In spite of this if there is any inconvenience I am sure you
will over look any shortcoming in our hospitality.
Thank you.
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Presidential Address
by Dr. R.K. Perti
Director, National Archives of India and
President Association of Indian Archivists
Janab Syed Hashim AH Sahib, Prof Atiq Ahmed Siddiqui, Janab
Ahluwalia Sahib, Janab Sinha Sahib, Janab Kachroo Sahib and
fellow delegates.
It gives me great pleasure to be here at this Seminar, which has
been organised by the Association of Indian Archivists in collaboration with Sir Syed Academy. Over the years the Association
has come to play an important role in promoting the cause of Archives and Archivists, and I am sure this Seminar will provide a
useful forum for this professional gathering to deliberate and discuss important aspects concerning Conservation & Management
of archives and library materials, which is the theme of the Seminar.
During the past few decades there has been awakening and consciousness about conserving archival wealth in our country. But
the problems that we face are many. Hot and humid climate, which
prevails over most parts of the country has an adverse bearing on
the life of paper, which incidentally forms the major bulk in our
repositories and libraries. Biological pests like book borers, silver
fish, etc. also get much fillip in this atmosphere. Inadequate storage and preservation facilities have in no less a measure compounded this problem. In fact, as early as the 1920s Sudborough
and Mehta had in their well-known report revealed that the proportion of perished paper in Indian libraries exceeded anything
that had been observed in European or American libraries.
Treatment of paper documents is a vital necessity today, and
scientific experiments in this field have made available techniques
and processes that help in preserving paper. It is thereafter imperative that these should be'utilized in the best possible manner.
Another problem that faced us until recently was the nonavailability of special materials required for restoration of weak
and fragile documents and manuscripts. But fortunately much
headway has been made and many of these materials which till
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yester years were being imported from other countries are now
getting manufactured here. In fact, we are on the road to reach
self-sufficiency in these materials. But any sense of complacency
should not be allowed to overcome our zeal to further develop
and perfect the various available techniques. We need to improve
our know-how and make iFreadily available to all those who might
need it and at a cost well within the reach of small and medium
sized repositories and libraries. I am sure that the papers which
would be presented at this Seminar will try to tackle this issue
and put forward suggestions in this behalf.
What I have said so far can only be achieved if we pay urgent
attention to the need for proper training of conservation personnel. This is very important, if we are to save priceless documents
in various repositories and libraries all over the country for posterity. Conservation is a highly specialised science andean be carried out by trained and skilled persons. But are we well equipped
to achieve our goal? An assessment of the present situation indicates that we are woefully deficient. Even the consciousness to
preserve our documentary heritage is lacking in a great measure.
We need to develop training facilities in the field of archives conservation and restoration. Keenness to seek assistance from developed countries like U.K., U.S.A., West Germany etc. in this field
needs to be contained and oriented to suit temperate climate. The
School of Archival Studies of the National Archives of India is
doing its very best in this behalf. But the problem facing us is a
gigantic one. Archival institutions in the country, which have an
infrastructure in the field, have to come forward and offer training facilities to young conservationists. They need to formulate
their courses on scientific lines and impart the training with a missionary zeal. This, while creating greater consciousness to preserve
documentary materials in our archives and libraries will help in
ensuring continuity of our varied and rich culture.
The Association of Indian Archivists has been playing a useful
role in this direction and I feel confident that consciously taken
steps by it would yield the desired results. All like minded bodies
and institutions also must come forward and extend thier full support and co-operation. In this context, the achievements of bodies
like the Society of Archivists in the U.K., and the Society of American Archivists in U.S.A. in the archival field should serve as an
inspiration to expand our network. We should have even its
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perceptible wings in every part of the country, which are ready
to extend their advice and assistance for proper management and
conservation of books, documents, etc. whenever they are called
upon to do so. I am confident that the Association will continue
to strive for this goal, and let hundred flowers bloom in the years
to come.

Vote of Thanks
by

M.L. KACHROO
Secretary, Association of Indian Archivists.
Janab Vice Chancellor Sahib, Janab Ahiuwalia Saheb, Dr. Perti, Prof.
Siddiqi Sahib, Shri Tara Sharan Sinha, Dr. Sinha, scholars and
friends.
It is my pleasant privilege to move a vote of thanks on behalf
of the National Executive of the Association of the Indian Archivists and my own to Janab Vice-Chancellor Sahib, who has, despite
his multifarious engagements, accepted our invitation to inaugurate this Seminar. In fact, the presence in this morning amongst us
of the distinguished Vice-Chancellor and eminent professors of the
University, is itself an indication of the interest that our institutions of higher learning are taking in the maintenance and preservation of the cultural heritage.
This Seminar has added distinction because it is being held at
the University which was founded by one of the illustrious sons
of Delhi, the city of different cultures, once a seat of great empires,
an abode of great poets like Momin Khan Momin, Zauq, Mir,
Ghaiib, Dard etc. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was born in a distinguised
family of Delhi. He was a student of Delhi College which was
unfortunately closed down in the year 1877, the year, when Sir
Syed founded the Muslim Anglo-Oriental College in this city. Sir
Syed Ahmad Khan was a versatile personality, and his contribu^ tion in preserving the ruins of the bygone dynasties and kingdoms
of Delhi is more significant and illustrative to demonstrate how
he cared and valued the old heritage and cultural property. His
monumental book Aasar-us-Sanadid (The Ruins of the Cities of
Delhi) was published in 1846, leading to the establishment of the
Archaeological Deptt. in Delhi, which is now known as Archaeological Survey of India. Mr. Fanshawe, formerly the Commissioner
of Delhi, paid rich tributes to Sir Syed Ahmed Khan in his book
The Delhi's Past and Present Sir Syed Ahmad Khan played a significant role in the civil administration of Delhi during 1830s. He
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was also a prominent member of Delhi Society, a society founded
for the advancement of knowledge and general welfare (Bais-itarakk-i-ulum-i-rifa-e-aam).
I am thankful to my fellow archivists, conservationists, librarians, distinguished teachers and scholars, who have come from
distant places for participation in the Seminar. I may also take this
opportunity to thank Prof. M.L. Ahluwalia, formerly Dy. Director
of the National Archives of India for being with us today. Prof.
Ahluwalia is one of the founding fathers of this Association. The
participants in the Seminar will surely benefit from his mature
experience.
It is my pleasant duty to thank the Aligarh Muslim University
for all arrangements made for the delegates who have come to participate in the Seminar. I am beholden to Prof. Atiq Ahmed Siddiqi, Director, Sir Syed Academy but for whose live interest, this
Seminar would not have been possible. I thank him and his colleagues and staff who had volunteered their services for making
ail arrangement for the success of this Seminar.
Thank you.

1st Session Sectional President Prof. M.L. Ahluwalia

Archival Exhibition
and Its Management
H. RAGHUNATH
Archivist, National Archives of India
While the scholarly world has some idea of the vast store-house
of documentary materials at the National Archives of India,
through its publications like guides, descriptive lists, inventories,
calendars, indexes and other reference media, to enable them to
quickly trace the requisitive information from the millions of documents in its custody, the general public could have a glimpse
of it only at the annual sessions of the Indian Historical Records
Commission. But of late, the National Archives of India has organised several exhibitions of original documents and contemporary photographs on various themes—social, economic and political,
envisaged as a part of an ambitious programme for creating an
awareness of the importance of archives among the people by projecting archival material. The general public could get to know
about the department's holdings and its activities through these
exhibitions arranged from time to time. Among the more popular
ones have been those relating to Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Jawharlal Nehru, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Sarojini Naidu, Maulana
Abul Kalam Azad, Amir Khusrau and various facets of our freedom struggle; Archives and Youth, Archives and the Child, games
and sports, Development of Education in India, Social Changes
in India and India and the Commonwealth. The department has
ilso been participating in exhibitions abroad. Rare books, impressions of seals and copies of interesting documents in its custody
have been displayed in London, Paris, Tokyo, Kabul and Corroba
in Spain. This year, it has participated in an exhibition entitlted
'DRUZHBA-DOSTI, Indo-U.S.S.R. Links Through the Ages' held
in Moscow under the Festival of India in U.S.S.R. and the same
exhibition in Delhi under the reciprocal Festival of U.S.S.R. in India.
In both these exhibitions, it had displayed copies of interesting
documents from public records, private papers, rare books, contemporary sketches, photographs, cartoons and other material on
Indo.-U.S.S.R. relations.
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As people walk along the Janpath in New Delhi, they cannot
fail to notice a massive Grecian style red and buff sandstone building. But, how many of them, including the educated urbanites mistake it to be part of Archaeology or just another reminiscent of
the Saheb's architecture. Hence, an archival exhibition is of utmost
importance and through this means the general public will know
its holding, as also creates an archival awareness, which form a
princeless part of oiir national heritage.
This paper on 'Archivel Exhibition and its Management, is totally
based on the practical experience of associating myself, helping
in organising different exhibitions on various themes mounted by
the department both in Delhi and recently in Moscow (Festival
of India).
An archival exhibition is like a window through which one could
look or get a glimpse of the holdings and its activities. It also
makes an effort to give bird's eye view of the different functions
of the department such as the servicing of records, record holdings, techniques of conservation and preservation of records etc.
The plan for mounting an exhibition begins with the selection
of a theme which could be an eminent personality or event or any
relevant topic and simultaneously forming an organising committee. When a topic is decided by the organising committee, the
primary task of an exhibitor wouid be to acquaint himself with
the background of the subject. Then an outline of the display
should be drawn to determine the number of exhibits to be displayed depending on the space available in the exhibition hall/
gallery. The exhibits may be in the form of documents (original/
photocopies), contemporary sketches, photographs and cartoons,
rare books and other literature, news paper clippings, recorded
speeches and other interesting material. These exhibits rallying
around the theme of the exhibition are further divided into various sections. The sections may be of chronological sequence or
events-based or idea-based.
This would be followed by the most stupendous task of selecting relevant material on the theme of the exhibition. To begin with,
the exhibitor should know the availability of such interesting
material in the record series, by consulting various reference media.
v
Once the material is located, he requisitions, studies, selects th:
interesting portion to be displayed, flags it and prepares a comprehensive list containing information regardings (a) main t* e
*
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of the exhibition, (b) sub-title of the sections (c) serial number of
the exhibits., (d) reference of the material, (e) brief subject of the,
portion to be displayed, and (0 remarks. While selecting the material, care may be taken not to display such items which may create
repurcusions in the present day society. In the recent exhibition
organised by the National Archives of India on 'The Story of Our
Freedom Struggle in the Last Decade' we had selected a cartoon
on Direct Action Day, 16 August 1946, rather than showing a document containing, details of horrors of communal riots that occured
on that day. As in the case of documents, the same principle of
preparing the list and caution to be taken also applies in the case
of contemporary sketches, photographs and other material.
The select material along with the detailed list (as mentioned
earlier) shall be placed before the head of the department and other
members of the Exhibitions Committee for their perusal. After their
final approval, steps will be taken to prepare the captions of the
exhibit with an appropriate catching title. As in the case of preparing index of a file, here also, an archivist should search out for
an interesting portion of the exhibit and highlight it in the caption
to be prepared. Cited below is an example of a caption of an exhibit
from our exhibition entitlted 'Women in India's Freedom Struggle' in which we exhibited a report from a public document on
the death of Rani Laxmi Bai of Jhansi in 1858.
"In his report dated 30 October, 1858, Robert Humilton, Agent
to the Governor-General for Central India to Edmonstone, Secretary to the Government of India, with the Governor-General
described the death of the Rani of Jhansi on the 16th June, 1858.
"The Rani was on horse back and close to her was the female (a
Mohamedan who seems never to have left her side on any occasion...
these two were struck by bullets and fell".
While an archivist is in the process of preparing captions of the
exhibits to be displayed, he would notice certain exhibits in the
form of public documents, letters from private paper collections,
newspaper clippings, books, which needs some extra attention like
proper binding and stiching of file/volume, laminating the brittle
documents etc. Here the immediate task would be to send such
material to the concerned sections like the preservation and conservation for taking necessary steps. In this way, an exhibition indirectly is an opportunity, though not in large proportion, to get the
brittle documents repaired.
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Simultaneously, those materials which require to be photocopied
for display have to be sent to the reprography section instructing
them to prepare positives according to the size required.
While working for the exhibition entitlted 'Drushba-Dosti' organised in Moscow and Delhi under the reciporcal Festivals of India
and U.S.S.R. we had devised an accession card which contained
the complete bio-data of a particular exhibit. A model of the same
is given on next page. The accession card is complete in itself. At one glance
it provides the picture of the exhibition in its totality. It also serves
the purpose of immediate reference for future use.
Further, we can go a few steps ahead by making use of the recent
advancements in science—the computers. After an exhibition is
over, the data given in the accession card can be fed into a computer which would enable us to get the required information about
a particular exhibit in a matter of minutes. This would be saving
a lot of manpower and man-hour.
One of the important aspects of an exhibition is the display
system. The exhibits howsoever interesting they may be, will not
hold the viewer's attention until and unless the display is atractive. The display enlivens the exhibits; for e.g. there would be a
world of difference between presenting a flat document of Pandit
Jawharlal Nehru's famous' Tryst with Destiny' speech and presenting the same document along with this recorded speech accompanied by his photograph in the Constituent Assembly delivering
the speech on the midnight of 14-15 August, 1947.
Another example would be the manuscript of Ain-i-Akbari being
shown along with the miniature painting of Abul Fazl presenting
Akbar-Nama to Emperor Akbar. The display of exhibits are to be
made in attractive show cases, the background colour should highlight the contents of the exhibit. Mock structure and life-size photographs would give a touch of authenticity to the exhibit. The
erection of a 'mock jail' at the 'Druzhba-Dosti Exhibition held
recently in New Delhi is an example to illustrate the same.
Yet another factor contributing towards the success of an exhibition is publicity. There necessarily have to be brochures-, posters, hoardings, banners, invitation cards and press briefs. They are
the outlets to reach the public. The art of graphic designing comes
to our rescue here. It helps in conveying the theme of the Exhibition for, most often picutures, sketches are more expressive than
words. Attractive posters and banners will make a passerby take
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a second look. There should be wide coverage in the media and
the press should highlight important aspects of the Exhibition. This
could draw more number of people. Television and Radio would
supplement the press reports. Extending invitation to schools and
colleges would bring the younger generation closer to the Archives.
Few institutions in Delhi like the National Museum, National
Museum of Natural History have developed a new project of conveying information to various sections of the people through travelling or mobile exhibitions. In the same way for promoting
archival awareness and national integratioin, an archival mobile
exhibition 'Archives on wheels' could be introduced.
Archival exhibition is necessary no doubt, but then, this should
not be done at the cost of damaging the r-chival material. Care
must be taken to display the originals in proper required lighting.
During the duration of the Exhibition, constant watch has to be
maintained against fire and other foreign elements which could
destroy the material. To sum up, for a proper management of
organizing an archival exhibition, what is essential is the acumen
of the members associated and the cooperation from the other
related agencies. A successful exhibition is the result of dedicated
and devoted team effort.

Public Records—Their Problems
and Management
SUNITA KALRA
Archivist National Archives of India

Public documents are basic components of our cultural heritage.
They constitute the basis of historical research as no historical
theory is intellectually acceptable without the support of proper
documentary evidence of archival materials. They also touch
everyday life of everyone being data and media for functioning
of governments.
It falls on the shoulders of an archivist to be a custodian of the
archives of creating agencies and discharge his duties connected
with the management preservation and use of records. It is while
discharging Ms duties as a stack incharge that an archivist encounters many problems of which a few I would like to touch upon and
place before the house.
The creating agencies transfer their records to the archivial repository for permanent custody. After undergoing all preliminary necessary formalities of air-cleaning and fumigatiion, the records come
to the stacks for accession. In the stacks the records are arranged
according to accepted archival principles, the basis of which is
normally the exposition of administrative objects which the archives originally served. In majority of cases the records are received
in continuation of their earlier series. Though it is not difficult to
identify them and place them among records of their respective
departments, yet, this has to be done with caution and care. They
should not be amalgamated with the existing series till they are
thoroughy examined and scrutinised.
The aim of this scrutiny is three-fold. In the first place it tries
to ascertain the presence of intruders in a particular series: They
are alien to the series, and migrated to a place where they should
not have been. Such documents are taken out of the series and
an effort is made to locate their correct place among records, where
they happened to be at the time of their creation. The documents
may become intruders in two ways.firstly, there are cases when
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certain records in the office of their origin inadvertently get mixed
up with those intended for transfer to the National Archives.
Secondly, the possibility of some documents getting mixed up with
those of other series in the archival repository itself during the
course of servicing, cannot be ruled out. For this an archivist has
to be very much vigilant and as a part of moral defence, he/foas
to trace all such documents and restore them to their correct place.
Thirdly, there are cases in which the documents may appear to
be intruders due to their subject being apparently different from
the bulk of documents of the series. Care has to be taken and efforts
made to differentiate between the real and these disguised intruders. The latter ones are not really intruders and should not be taken
away from their existing organic connections. On the contrary there
is also a possibility that even a most innocent document though
not appearing at all to be an intruder may later be found to be
so when subjected to close scrutiny. So the criterion of a document being really an intruder or otherwise is decided on the basis
of both internal and external evidence.
Fourthly, another problem, which arises in arranging records is
the presence of dual references. Benefit of doubt for document to
be related with a particualr series can be given if there is 75:25*
ratio. But what to talk of if the proportion is 5050? Besides this,
there is also a problem 'of duplicate, triplicate and multiple copies
of documents. There has to be a definite policy to maintain only
a limited number of copies and in case there are more than the
required number, then they should be taken out from the series
and kept separately.
Another serious problem that an archivist commonly confronts
is the existence of gaps in a series. There can be a number of reasons for the gap. Some of the files might be of a classified nature
and may not have been transferred by the creating agencies
through negligence and oversight. While others might have been
linked up with the current files and might still be under reference. It is also possible that some files might have been weeded
out and destroyed as a result of periodical appraisal while in the
semi-current stage. So the archivist's natural concern is to identify all such material for completing the series. Wherever the gaps
are due to the non-transfer of classified files, an effort should be
made to de-classify the files and appraise them for retention or
destruction. The files marked for retention should be transferred
M
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for inclusion in the relevant series. All such files which have been
linked up with the current files should be traced and listed and
their list should be supplied to the archivist to enable him to
explain such gaps and to cover them up when these files are ultimately transferred to him for custody.
Besides, there might be gaps in the series due to misplacing or
loss of certain files. It is the duty of the archivist in collaboration
with the administrator to make good such losses. In the first
instance every effort should be made to trace out a missing document in the creating agency itself and then to restore it to its natural place in the series.
Another intricate problem faced in the administration of a stack
is that of the restoration of stray papers. Archival estrays are documents which once possessed all the characteristics of a true archives but have been forced to part with many, if not all ot them,
by having been as an eminent archivist, the late Sourindranath Roy
held, 'violently severed from the connection to which they naturally belonged/ They are, so to say, detached limbs of a living
record body. Documents represent the successive phases of some
transaction and make sense only if they are studied collectively
and combined in the order of their origin. The disappearance of
even a single document from the series may make the whole series
unintelligible if not misleading. For any individual or agency
charged with a responsible function it is essential to know what
has gone on before. Here, I would like to quote an example of 6
such documents, relating to the construction of new capital at
Delhi, lying in a carton box. These documents were supposed to
have come from Central Public Works Department for permanent retention. They did not indicate any proper reference. But a
study of them revealed their connection with the construction of
the capital at Delhi. The task of an archivist is to restore these documents at appropriate place because such stray papers do not bring
any credit to the Department. So these documents were actually
restored by consulting the indices of the then Public Works
Departments Tackling such problems help us in getting job satisfaction which is so very important in boosting up our morale.
The other practical problem faced by a stack incharge in discharging his/her day-to-day activities relates to fungoid, insects
and termite infestation. The oldest records are almost invariably
insect-prone and this tends to get more grave in a tropical coun-
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try like India. Due to fungus growth the paper becomes soft and
desized while leather starts rotting and binding gives way. The
insects that do much harm are book worms, silverfish and termites. Infestation of book worms is usually evidenced by the
presence of circular pinholes and empty parallel sided tunnels in
volumes and the boards. The termites do most damage to wood,
paper and other archive materials. They construct covered runways over bricks, concrete and windows etc. A stack incharge has
to be very cautious and on the constant vigil lest these
different infestations not take a devastating turn. He/she should
make sure that the stack is kept neat and clean and there is regular sprays of fungicides, insecticides etc. Drives for special cleaning and dusting of stack areas may be resorted to from time to
time. For extermination of existing colonies of termites their sources should be traced and area treated. All cracks in the floor and
walls should be filled up with concrete and cement as the case
may be. Infested books and volumes should be fumigated, cleaned
and repaired. Besides, a regualr programme of fumigation of
records by rotation should form an integral part of the functions
of a stack.
This may not be taken as a mere loud talk. What is required
is the consciousness of honesty towards our profession and the
zeal to meet the problems in an earnest manner.
»

Problems In Conservation
Reasons and Suggested Remedies
V.V. TALWAR
Fellow, School of Archival Studies,
National Archives of India, New Delhi
Old documents and manuscripts known as "Archives" contain a
mine Qf information on administrative, economic, cultural and
social affairs of the period involved and since they were created
in ordinary course of events, they present facts and data authentic and unbiased. The preservation of these documents and other
collection of rare books and manuscripts is therefore, of great
importance and we as custodians of our inheritance of such collections and as creator of records in our own right have a special
role to play.
Books and documents are like children and they require proper
care through conception, creation, use and storage. If these words
are properly understood and followed there will be no problems
of conservation or they will be reduced to a great extent.
The care during conception and creation involve the use of good
quality materials,i .e. paper and ink. It may be noted that in all our
ancient manuscripts good quality hand made paper and carbon
ink had been used which have high durability and permanence.
The ancient authors were also aware of the necessity of proper preservation of the works produced by them and while winding up
the text, exhorted the users to take proper care in handling the
storage of the manuscript. To quote one such exhortation in Sanskrit which when translated in English reads:
"A manuscript should be decked like one's own beloved
child,be guarded from another's hand like one's virtuous wife
be treated like an injured limb of one's body, be looked up
every day like a good friend, be tied .up strongly with strong
thread like a prisoner, be always thought of like the name of
Hari. Then only the manuscript does not perish as the elders
said."
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Many of these ancient manuscripts are in remarkably good state
of preservation and those that have suffered is due to lack of proper
storage and handling at later stages. The variable types of paper
and the variety of inks at present in use are responsible for the reduced inherent life of documents. Although standards have been laid
down both for good quality paper and ink, they are seldom used
on account of a little higher cost of materials although we may
have to spend much more on their preservation/restoration later.
Even for resotration of old manuscripts, the materials that are
used viz. chemicals, pastes and preservative stationery have to
meet particular standards and procedure, otherwise restoration can
cause further deterioration of even repaired documents. The restoration method used should impart durability and permanence to
the manuscript repaired; should be reversible, economical and easy
to apply; add minimum possible to the bulk while maintaining
the legibility of the writing and antiquarian value of the manuscript. A proper understanding and appraisal of the ink used in
writing and physical condition of the manuscript will be necessary for this purpose.
All materials are liable to deterioration and the rate of deterioration depends upon the climatic and storage conditions and
handling. Natural ageing of materials on which records or books
are created, is accelerated by many factors like exposure to sunlight, dust, excessively dry or damp air,wide variations in relative humidi ty and temprature and presence of sulphur dioxide and
other acidic gases in the polluted atmosphere of an industrial or
metropolitan city.
Quite often it is seen that the space alio ted for sotrage of records
is such that it cannot be used for any other purpose. It may be
in the corridor exposed to elements or in the basement which is
usually dark and damp, without ventilation, liable to seepage and
flooding. The room may also be used for storage of old and broken
furniture, packing cases and sundry items. Such a situation will
surely result in growth of fungus, breed insects and be an invitation for termite attack.
Keeping the above factors in view I will like to make a few
simple suggestions which if followed, can improve the state of preservation of our collection of books and manuscripts.
1. Store all records in well-ventilated rooms which should be kept
clean and free of dust and cob-webs.
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Excessive heat, humidity and dryness are harmful for records,
books and manuscripts. Ideal storage conditions are the maintenance of a round the clock temperature between 22-25 *C and relative humidity between 45-50%. If however, this is not possible
the rooms should have adequate arrangements for air circulation.
Use of exhaust fans and air circulators for circulation of air and
of vacuum cleaners for cleaning is recommended. Cross-ventilation
is also helpful.
As a general guide a room good enough for human habitation
is good for storage of records, books and manuscripts.
2.' The floors and walls of the record room should preferably be
of concrete without any crevices and holes. The doors and windows should have sun/rain shades. To prevent entry of rodents
and sabotage, all windows and ventilators should be covered with
strong wire-mesh netting. The stack room should have double
doors,one of which should be of self-closing type. The doors should
be flush with the floor.
3. To prevent adverse effects of sunlight windows in record rooms
should be provided preferably with light yellow, green or saffron
coloured thick curtains or glass panes. Fluorescent lights used in
the stack area, should have plastic or glass covers to cut off harmful actinic rays.
4. As a protection against fire, carbon dioxide type fireextinguishers and buckets filled with sand should be provided in
the vicinty of the record room or library. Overhead or underground
water storage tank of sufficient capacity may also be provided.
Smoke or fire detection alarm system coupled with fire fighting
arrangements can be helpful. Staff may also be trained to handle
fire-fighting equipments.
As a further precaution, use of heaters and storage of inflammable liquids should be prohibited. All electrical wiring should
be through conduits and main control switches of light and power
installed in the storage area should be located outside. All light
and power circuits should be swtiched off after office hours. Automatic circuit breakers may also be provided to prevent shortcircuiting.
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5. Steel racks painted rust proof, olive green in colour are preferable to wooden ones which are susceptible to attack by termites.
Racks and almirahs should be kept at least 15 cms away from the
walls, floor and ceiling. There should be adequate space between
them for proper ventilation and cleaning.
Open shelving is more suitable as compared to storage in closed
almirahas. If possible, requirements laid down in Indian Standards
IS 2663 "Code of Practice for the Basic Elements in the Design of
Buildings for Archives" may be followed.
6. Records should not be stored loose. They should be kept, preferably stitched in acid free folders and put inside carton boxes or
in bundles tied between two pieces of 5 plywood boards slightly
larger than the size of the covers. The use of pins and clips on the
documents should be avoided as they cause holes or rusting on
the manuscripts. The flattening of folded papers is of great importance as otherwise the papers will crack at the lines of the folds.
Use of adhesive tape for minor repairs is to be avoided.
Books and volumes should be properly supported by book-ends.
7. As deterrent to insects, naphthalene in the form of bricks or balls
tied in mesh cloth should be kept in the shelves of racks/almirahs.
No chemicals or insecticides should be sprayed on the records,
documents or manuscripts for protection against insect attack.
Fumigation, treatment and repair of damaged material should
be taken up under the supervision of properly qualified and experienced staff.
8. Smoking and taking of food in the stack area or library should
not be allowed.
Since prevention is better and cheaper than cure, initial care
regarding the use of high grade paper and ink for record purposes and its subsequent proper storage and handling can substantially help in maintaining the collection in good form. The problem
of deterioration prevention then simplifies to one of manipulating and controlling the environment to extend the useful life of
materials.

Problems in Conservation and
Management of Books, Manuscripts
and Archives
by
S.Y. SARAF
Oin-C,
Central Records and Documentation Centre, RBI Pune
#

Modern Archivist is not groping in dark about the measures to
be taken for conservation of records nor is he unaware of the latest
developments in the techniques used for management of archives,
books and manuscripts. Management of Archives or Archives
Administration is now rightly considered to be a science. Standards have been laid down in the field of conservation of archives. New systems and methods have come into vogue in the
archives management. If these standards are maintained and systems are followed scrupulously, no problems will be posed before
the archivist. One may, therefore, wonder why any problem should
arise at all. Apparently this sounds very reasonable but the fact
remains that an archivist has to face multitude of problems. A very
simple reason is that the archivist has no control over the creation
of records as well as their maintenance in the departmental record
rooms till they are brought into his possession for preservation.
During the period of its creation till its consignment to the archivist, the deterioration in the condition of the record continues and
in many an instance the archivist finds himself to tend and nurture a "sick" record. Moreover, in addition to the traditional handwritten, typed and printed record, the modern records now
comprise microfilms, photographs, video/audio tapes and computer sheets. This has added new dimensions to his responsibility and made his task a complex one. In the fast changing world
of today, an archivist cannot remain complacent with his role of
an antiquarian. He has to play a more positive and dynamic role.
He has to keep abreast of the latest technology for conservation
developed in tny part of the world. Automation has brought over
a revolutionary change in various fields and he has to keep his
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knowledge up-to-date to satisfy the research requirements of the
21st Century. He has to accept the challenge of times.
Conservation of Records
I

(i) Fumigation
Conservation is not limited to prevention of records from decay
but implies restoration of the record to its original condition or
even to a better condition. This involves extensive repairs. The
oldest records are almost invariably insect infested. The micro
insects are not visible to the naked eye. They have a tendency to
multiply rapidly. Such records are to be fumigated. There are at
least three methods of fumigation and the archivist has to decide
which method is preferable and feasible. He should be careful in
selecting the fumigants in such a way that they should not have
any adverse effect on the paper content of the records.
(ii) Repairs
There is proliferation of records everywhere in the world. Due
to shortage of space, attention is devoted to current records and
non-current records are kept in corners, corridors and basements.
They are sometimes exposed to sun, and dust. When the archivist
receives such records, he has to attend to their repairs. There are
different processes and he has to use his discretion in deciding
the appropriate process to be applied. Rattening, washing and
removal of stains, treatment of faded inks, reinforcing paper by
glazing, sizing, mounting, inlaying, application of chiffon or Japanese tissue paper, lamination and binding loose sheets are all
works of skill and should be entrusted to trained personnel. The
material to be used for repairs should be tested in a laboratory.
This is possible for a big archives like National Archives of India
as they have a research laboratory. For other Archives, guidance
may be sought from National Archives. The process of lamination
is a novel method but requires costly equipment if done mechanically. In small archives, the possibility of laminating manually
should be explored.
(Hi) Preventive measures
Repairs is an important aspect of preservation but basically it
is better to prevent decay* This brings us to the initial stage when
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records are created. The quality of paper and ink should be good.
This can be ensured by the originating agency only. The Archivist
has no control over it.
Secondly>the atmosphere in the departmental record rooms
affects the records. When humidity is high, the paper becomes
soggy and lifeless. In extreme dry winter, it may become brittle
and curly. High temperature and humidity result in insect attacks.
Stagnant air leads to mildew growth. Yellowing of edges of books
exposed to sun is not rare. The maintenance of these record rooms
does not come under the purview of the archivist.
Thirdly, the life of a record depends on how it is handled. The
archivist faces problems, if the record was not handled properly
during the period of its currency by the concerned staff.
Records Management in the Archives
(i) Arrangement
The arrangement of records may pose a problem especially in
respect of big sized registers of banks. In such cases, the archivist
has to get big sized strong racks specially designed for stacking
the ledgers.
The files of banks being bulky if these were to be kept vertically, the cover and pages would get crumpled after some time.
Arranging them horizontally is therefore advisable. Incidence of
dust is reduced if they are kept in carton boxes. Precautions should
be taken to take out the files at intervals in fresh air. Usual precautions of keeping naphthaline balls are also necessary.
The arrangement of records should conform to the principle of
provenance. Changing the order given by the originating department may create problems at the time of retreival or reference.
In respect of photographs, special care has to be taken to preserve them in airtight polythene bags. They are to be indexed in
order of importance of the event or personality photographed.
Microfilms are to be kept in airconditioned place only.
(ii) Retrieval—Reference media
The role of archivist has changed from a simple custodian to
a reference archivist from whom information of the past is sought
for by tK? future policy makers. To be in a position to perform
this role he has to prepare reference media such as subject index

*
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in addition to accessioning. In case of books, classification and cataloging has to be resorted to.
The retrieval service has to be prompt. This creates problems,
when correct reference is not quoted in the requisition. If the reference is vague a number of records are required to be sent back
to the originating department. The Reserve Bank Archives have
laid down a perfect procedure in which a register or file can be
made available just by quoting the accession number of the record
required by the department.
As regards furnishing information to a research scholar, permission of the concerned department is absolutely necessary. The
Archivist has to use his skill and tact in handling such problems.
Appraisal of records
Every record creating agency produces a large body of records but
a very few of them are of permanent nature which have historic
importance. Only such records should find a place in archives. This
requires a careful appraisal of records. There are occasions when
non-permanent records of little historic importance are transferred to Archives. This creates a problem for an Archivist. All such
records are required to be returned to the originating department
or agency.
Equipments required
Preservation of records requires expensive equipments. For example if proper temperature is to be maintained and humidity is to
be kept under control, airconditioning has to be resorted to. As
an alternative de-humidifiers can be utilised. The archivist has to
weigh the cost factor with the utility factor and judge the correct
measure to be taken. Small archives may not afford 42Pth the
equipments and have to find out ways and means to exploit available resources to its maximum use.
Education in Record Management
The success of an archivist in tackling problems of conservation
and management depends on the perfection in maintenance and
handling of records by the record creating agencies. The record

'
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mangement is a neglected field. The record creating agencies are
more involved in current work which is but natural. The importance of old records is not felt by them. There is thus a need to
create consciousness which is possible by educating their staff. The
peon, the duftary, the staff and officers, who handle the records
during their currency in the record creating agencies are the persons who should be educated in record management. The staff
attached to departmental record rooms also should be educated.
Archivist as an Adviser
This leads us to the very crux of the problem. What should be the
relation of the Archivist with the record managers and staff in the
record creating agency? The Archives Administration cannot be
seperated from Record Management. They are interconnected. This
means that the archivist has also to perform the role of an adviser
to the creating agency. The archivist should accept this as a challenge.

Conservation of Books, Documents
and Manuscripts: Some Problems
/

CP. MEHRA
Formerly Asstt. Director of Archives,
National Archives of India

Books and manuscripts form a part of a vast, ever increasing cultural heritage left by our ancestors with individuals, libraries, manuscripts repositories and archival institutions on various State and
Central Govt, agencies. These thrpw light on the social, economic,
political and cultural history of the past and their conservation is
absolutely essential if we wish to preserve them for use of posterity.
The proverb 'a stich in time saves nine' is apathy applied to collection of various repositories that may need attention in early state
of damage and decay. No doubt the life of a book, manuscript or
document depends upon the quality of paper, ink, binding materials etc. or the techniques used in its formation, binding etc. But
rough handling and storage during day to day use also cause great
physical damage to them which if not attended in time may lead
to irreparable loss.
One has to adopt preventive and curative measures for preservation of our cultural heritage in the form of books, documents
and manuscripts etc. Preventive measures include control of physical, chemical and biodeterioration caused by variations of climatic conditions (temperature and relative humidity), atmospheric
pollution (acidic gases, dust etc.), discolouration and embrittlement caused by direct sun light, insect infestation, growth of
mould, foxing etc., improper storage and handling of these important record materials and use of proper type of materials e.g. paper,
ink etc. at the time of creation of these records. The curative mea
sures consist of repair and restoration of text of damaged books
and documents—reinforcing or rebinding of damaged bindings.
Once the paper of the text gets torn, folded or becomes brittle,
reinforcement of restoring and imparting adequate strength to it
so that it may be safely handled and kept without further damage
becomes necessary. The repair and restoration of a damaged doc-
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ument or book requires highly skilled restorer or mender cum
binder with profound experience in various types of conservation
jobs.
The general approach to restoration of an old and fragile document should be:
(i) to preserve its individual integrity,
(ii) nothing is done which can not be undone,
(iii) whatever is added can be distinguished from the original,
(iv) the legibility of writing is not appreciably impaired,
(v) it does not affect the text as well as record material adversely,
(vi) that the process is economical to use and the materials
required for the process are readily available at reasonably
cheap rates.
Here I will like to draw the attention of the Govt, of India to
the fact that the culture of our country is not limited to Government files alone (whether of State Govts, or of the Centre) but is
rather scattered all over India even in villages where people may
not be knowing English but certainly scholars knowing Persian,
Urdu, Hindi, Sanskrit or any regional language do exist in small
towns and villages and a lot of material of cultural value is in their
possession. Similarly Sufis, Saints, Sadhus also possess in their
individual capacity important manuscripts and documents.
No doubt National Archives of India, New Delhi is doing excellent work for preservation of books, documents, records, material
etc. and also giving training to persons mostly from Government
offices, State Govt. Libraries, Universities etc. and educated young
men and women who wish to take up preservation of archives
as their career. But to create conservation consciousness in public
at large publicity and propaganda have to be started on war footing just like propaganda of Family Planning by way of video films,
cinema slides, mobile conservation van (on the spot repair van),
short screen plays to be shown on Television frequently. Regular
publicity on Radio. Similar publicity be given and propaganda carried out at various regional festivals on the basis of regional language documents, seals etc., such as at Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia
Urs, Ajmer Sharif Urs, Kumbh Melas to inclucate spirit of preservation of our National Heritage. For example, Rajasthan State Arch*

»
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ives or National Archives of India can from time to time put up
their stall at Ajmer Sharif Urs and demonstrate restoration techniques on the spot to thousands of devotees who attend Urs. Similarly U.P. State Archives or National Archives of India can put
up a camp/stall at Poorn Kumbh Mela at Allahabad from 14.1.895.2.89 and show video films, demonstrate restoration techniques
to lacs of people who visit Kumbha Mela site. Lectures cum
demonstration should be arranged at the camps of Divine Life
Society, Visv Genu Munesha Nanda Kamp or camp of some of
the renoweed Akha rasoi Sadhus to stress need for preserving our
National Heritage which will certainly deter them from consigning their manuscripts to Holy Ganga or Jumna rivers.
An ordinary person or a Sufi, Saint, Sadhu is not in a position
to get his decaying manuscript repaired /restored as he can not
pay for high cost of repair. He also is not aware as to where these
materials are available.
Just as contraceptives are being distributed free of charge Govt.
should also ensure distribution of repair materials after examning the individual's document or make arrangement for its repair.
It will be advisable if small restoration shops/centres are started
by Govt, in community centres in a town or city and village Panchayats to cater to the needs of individual villagers. A few years
back National Archives of India had made a survey of various
Maths, Sufi Centres, Akharas etc. Repair centres can be ^started at
least in the premises of a few saintly persons' Ashrams say Parmarath Ashram, Swargashram, Reshikesh, Divine Life Society
Rishikesh, Ajmer Sharif, Dargah Nizamuddin Aulia Sahib etc. to
cater to the needs of various Sufis, Saints, Sadhus etc. scattered
all over the country.
Efforts be made to provide various repair materials with a booklet on conservation 'How to do it' in different regional languages
at certain selected stationery or general merchant firms in various
cities. Just as various Govt, publications are available at a particular bookshops similarly aiTangement for exclusive shops for selling repair and restoration material be made where one can
purchase them in retail.
Nowadays lamination of book jackets, magazines, title covers
driving licence, identity cards with plastic sheet has become very
common. Ordinary person does not know whether a particular
type of plastic sheet used in lamination will suit conservation
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requirements. So people should be properly guided as to which
is the right material or process.
The booklet 'Repair & Preservation of Records' and other such
publications for preservation of photographic records, computer
records, magnetic tapes, video films etc be issued from time to time
in different regional languages and distributed free even in the
villages to create awareness for preserving our cultural heritage.
If some new type of technique or material for restoration and
preservation of books and documents is developed it should be
given wide publicity in Hindi/English/regional languages so that
people may know about it for preservation of their own family
records.
Research Laboratories in our country should pay more attention to developing indigenous restoration material such as paper.
If Mr. W.J. Barrow of Virginia, U.S.A. could develop very good
paper from sulphate pulp for permanent records why our Forest
Research Institute, Dehradun can not help us in developing cheap
tissue paper, handmade paper for restoration of documents is not
understood.
Government can at least refer to various manuscripts which bear
references to small scale hand made paper makers such as:
a) Sujan Rai, Khulasatu't - Tawarikh (MS) Subhannlal Collection,
Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh,
b) Anonymous Tankh-i-Kashmir (MS) Habibganj Section, Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh)
c) Tarikhe Farishta (Nawal Kishore Press, Lucknow), Vol. n, p.344.
d) Imperial Gazetteer of India 1908, Vols. XII, XVII, XXII.
e) Tarikh~i-Mysore (Bangalore ed.), p.320
f) Dr. Forbs Royle, Fibrous Plants of India (Calcutta 1958).
g) Ghulam Husain Khan Tiba Tibai, Siru'l hAuta' Khkhirin, Vol.
1, p.19
h) Mirat-i-Ahrnadi (Bombay Ed.)
and such other manuscripts, publications for conducting research
to manufacture a satisfactory, cheap indigenous paper.
Providing cheap repair materials is a necessity of today.
•

2nd Session Sectional President Shri T.S. Sinha

The Conservation of Illuminated
Documents: Problems and
Remedial Measures
LALTA PRASAD
U.P. State Archives, Lucknow
An archivist is the custodian of a collection of records and manuscripts over the creation of which he has no control and almost
invariably by the time such collection finds its way into an archives they are in a dilapidated condition. The archivists' main function then is to conserve this collection and provide necessary
reference media so as to- make it available for research and administrative use.
The conservation of this documentary heritage is a complex
problem since many types of organic media and varieties of inks
have been used in their creation. Although paper is the chief writing material, the preservation of the illustrated manuscripts is a
major problem with all the archives, museums, and other centres of repositories. Such manuscripts are not only a written document but also
a painting. In view of this, deterioration in illustrated manuscripts
is, therefore, quite different in comparison to a simple document.
Its repair and restoration, therefore, requires n uich more improved
technique and method which are applicable to simple documents.
The paper support develops acidity. It becomes yellowish, brown
and brittle. It also suffers with perforation, fungus, mold and
insects make it more porous, spongy and disfigured. It develops
foxing marks and stains. It is difficult to handle such documents
for study and display.
The ground layer losses adhesion and different layers become
detacned. Water soluble elements are affected by humidfty and
temperature. Due to it, the colours fade, loosen, and crack. Thus
the deterioration of illustrated documents is a complex problem
and need all possible care in conservation, h i order to keep them
in good state of conservation, first of all the nature of the defects
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are found out by systematic and scientific study and then the following steps are taken. 0.5% to 1% methylmethcryl or 1% to 8%
poly vinglacetate in a suitable solvent are introduced by brushing
of spray in most of the cases. These preservatives impart binding
power to the partly loose colours and also make them moisture
resistant for future. 1% solution of sandofix, sodium chloride and
acetic acid is also used for this purpose.
To remove acidity of paper and acidity caused by some pigments used in colours, suitable deacidification process is applied.
Solution of 5% to 10% calcium hydroxide magnesium bicarbonate
calcium bicarbonate is used. These methods are useful if these do
not have any loosening effect on the pigments even after fixation.
These solutions may be used by brush or as a spray and prove
effective but at times it is not possible to use them. Non-aqueous
method using 0.5% barium hydroxide in methanal is used or fumigation with ammonia, is done.
The stains are usually organic, inorganic or micro-biological.
These are removed by mixture of water and alcohol, by using benzine, trilene, cellulose and ethylene di-chloride. To remove foxing,
bleaching material is used alongwith rectified spirit.
For removing old repairs the nature of the softening agent would
depend on the adhesive used which are either water solubles or
soluble in organic chemicals. Best is to use chemical-mechanical
method by which we soften the adhesive and then easily remove
the old repairs. Glue and gum are soluble in hot and cold water
respectively. The modern plastic emulsions would be soluble in
alcohol ethelene, dichloride cellulose, acetone etc. The cellotape
can be softened with trilene. Some adhesives with cellulosic base
are removed with acetone. Tissue paper with long fibres can also
be used using starch paste as adhesive as an aqueous method of
tissue paper coated with calilok of mowicoll could be used as dry
method taking out heat from a small electric iron.
Mounting another paper support for strengthening is done by
suing aqueous- soluble adhesive like starch paste and carboxymethyl cellulose or in dry method by using poluving-acetate emulsions, tissue paper or chiffon are used for giving a support depending on the individual case.
If the illustration needs strengthening, it is kept flat face down
on a glass sheet covered with a alkathene sheet and is flattened
by slightly moistening. Adhesives, like starch paste or C.M.C., are
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now applied on the back of the illustration with a soft or flat document brush or on the newly prepared support smoothening and
flattening so that there are no pockets in between the various layers
of paper and the old support. The assembly is now allowed to
dry after putting it upside down and the alkothene is removed
so that the face of the illustrated document is now exposed and
is on the top.
In case there is some text at the back, a window is cut on the
supporting paper layers before fixing them at the back. The
damaged edges, gaps etc. are filled by making them with the
same tissue paper as used for the back. In case chiffon has to be
given at the back of the document paper strips are used to keep
the chiffon and the back of the illustration fixed in position.
In the case of dry process, the new support of tissue paper or
chiffon has to be prepared first. Adhesives that are used are mowicoll and calilak. These adhesives upto 5% dilution can be used
for coating on the tissue paper or chiffon to be given as a support
and is allowed to dry. This method is very useful in cases where
the colours cannot be properly fixed with any of the present day
available preservatives, of fixatives and non-aqueous method is
the only remedy. Tears are also mended by giving tissue paper
strips either by dry or wet method. This is followed by retouching wherever needed. To conserve the collection of national heritage in form of illustrated manuscripts scientific preservation is
needed. This can also be ensured finally by setting up reprographic
units. Any short falls in this regard can be met from the generous
financial assistance provided by the Government.
*

*

•

Nature and Management of the
Oriental Records
MUZAFFAR-E-ISLAM
Assistant Archivist,
National Archives of India, New Delhi

The term 'Oriental Records' is generally applied to the documents
preserved in the archives written in other than the official languages of the Far East, English or the local languages. Among the
oriental languages special mention may be made to Persian, Arabic,
Urdu, Sanskrit, etc. Among these, Persian being an official and
administrative language of India for more than six centuries, from
the thirteenth century, with the establishment of Turkish rule till
the middle of the nineteenth century enjoyed the status of premier media of communication throughout India. It was the language of society, commerce and culture, and was used by Hindus
and Muslims alike.
The joint efforts of the Hindus and Muslims brought into existence a standard Persian peculiar to the Indian genius. We find
that in Persian writing Hindi words were commonly used. It may
also be pointed out that not only the vocabulary but the very structure of Persian had undergone such significant changes that Hindi
words have to be used with Persian izafat.
Similar modifications occured in the body of the language when
it came into contact with English.English words, by and large,
gradually made inroads into the Persian correspondence of the
period. It may be noted that during the British period with few
exceptions the entire correspondence was done in Persian. This
correspondence illustrates the political problems, international relations, economic changes, social conditions and cultural forces that
were at work during the period.
Generally the 'Oriental Records' are either acquired by the Purchase Committee or received as a gift from various private sour1
2
ces. These records cover such documents as Farmans , Parwanas ,
3
6
Nishans , Chaknamas*, Bainama^, Iqrarnatnas and so on. The
records cover a vide chronological range from the fourteenth
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century to late nineteenth century. It also includes microfilm copies,
personal correspondence, notes, diaries, memoranda, etc. of eminent personalities.
The seals affixed on these documents are mostly in Persian. The
dates they bear are generally in Hijra era. The documetns pertaining to the Mughal period, its dates are generally in julus or regonal era.
Although these documents are isolated and losely knit pieces
of historical evidence still they have a story to tell. They provide
variety of information on various subjects, e.g. administration,
commerce, art and culture to science, medicine and astrology etc.
They also fill gaps in our knowledge of the period they pertain
to. Sometimes they corroborate and correct our information regarding many historical facts.They are mostly original.
These documents produced during the various periods and at
various places are in one or more languages. They can be grouped
as under according to the languages in which they are written:
a) Purely Persian.
b) Mainly Persian with Marathi/Gujarati.
c) Mainly Persian with old Hindi.
d) Mainly Persian with Rajasthani.
e) Purely Urdu.
f) Purely English.
g) English and Urdu combined
7

As regards the style of writing, it varies from fair Nastaliq and
9
Naskh* to various patterns of Shikasta in the case of documents
in Persian and Urdu and it is Modi and Devnagiri in the case of
those in Marathi and Hindi.
10
The Mughal Farmans and Sanads generally bear notes showing the action taken and the history of the case is recorded on the
back side thereof. These Mughal documents in sigillography represent a wonderful variety of medieval seals. These seals are those
of rulers, nobles, officials, religious personalities and other respectable ci tizens. The legend of the seals is in Persian, Arabic engraved
in several artistic styles of writing and are composed in rhymed
phrases of beautiful literary character.
While working on these documents, one has to perform many
outstanding duties. The main functions may be broadly categor-
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ised under the following heads:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arrangement
Editing of various catalogues and volumes
Preparation of Reference Medias
Descriptive listing
Calendaring
Docketing
Accession Register.

Arrangement: The records may be found in bulk or in stray form.
If found in bulk, the collection may be given some particular name
for purposes of identification and classified on some particular lines
to make it easily accessible to the scholars. It also needs to be
chronologi caly arranged. After proper arrangement entries of each
document is made in the Accession Register and a particular
number is allotted to each document. The Accession Register,
infact, is used as a reference tool.
Preparation of Reference Medias: The preparation of scientific reference medias is another important function because reference
medias of the Oriental Records are quite different from other record
series for the simple reason that the language of the Oriental
Records is not popularly known. The records of the Medieval
period are mostly in Persian as it was the official language and
media of expression throughout. Since these records are historically very rich so it is not possible for a scholar working on Medieaval history to ignore them at all. It should, therefore, be in mind
that the reference medias of Oriental Records must be satisfactory
and accurate in itself.
Since these documents are hand-written and found in various
forms of writing, their decipherment, sometimes, becomes quite
a problem and requires the handling of an efficient and competent staff who should not only be competent in the Persian language but should also have adequate comprehension of Medieval
history. Not only this, but he should also know about the use of
intermixed terminalogies without which he would not determine
the nature of the document.
Descriptive Listing: In the compilation of a descriptive list one has
to give complete description of the document providing details
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about the date and place of its issuance, author of the document,
and its addressee nature and content. In this regard, it is also significant to note that if the letter is written by or addressed to the
Governor General then only the addressee's or sender's name
needs to be mentioned. For example, the letter of Sultan Muhammad Shah who wrote to the Governor General may be descriptively listed in the following manner:
From Sultan Muhammad Shah, complimentary, informing the
Governor General that as per his kind advice he would meet him
at Kanpur.
It may, however, be mentioned that a note is always given in
case the document has some illustration, diagram and chart.
Calendaring of the Documents: While calendaring the Oriental documents two things are important: First, the description of its content and its peculiar style of writting and secondly, its technical
traits. At the end of each document, its accession number is mentioned. The accession number is the very number which is allotted to it in the Accession Register. The accession number is
important from the scholar's point of view too for in its absence
the requisition of the documents would not be possible. For example a document called Tumai-i-Wasilat assigning jagir to Shamser
Khan may be calendared in this way: Tumai-i-VJasilat amounting
to 3000 dams issued over the signatures of Chaudhuries and
Qanungos for the Kharif crop of 1130 Fasli in respect of Jagir of
Shamser Khan.
The document in Shikasta bears the Sarnama Alif and the signatures of Chaudhuries and Qanungos.
Bedsides giving description of the document and its style of writing a foot note of the places and the personalities in both the cases,
i.e. descriptive listing and calendaring is given.
Docketing: The term docketing is defined for short notes of each
document on its cover. This kind of docketing is also helpful for
the scholars as it gives a brief description of the document. The
above discussed medias are basically for the content of the oriental documents, but apart from contents we also find seals on the
documents. The various scattered seals not only give authenticity
to the document but also give further valuable information to the
researchers.
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Seals usually contain two things: legend and device. The devices generally portray a symbol or symbols quite often of animals,
arms and less frequently deities in human forms. Whenever both
the legend and device occur the latter generally appears in upper
field and the former in the lower.
The legend of the seals are found in different scripts viz. Devangari, Naskh, Nastaliq, Tughra, etc. Though majority of the seals are
uni lingual but in certain cases bilingual, trilingual and even
quadri-lingual seals are also found.
These seals are in various shapes and designs, octagonal, polygonal, etc. Some of them are star-shaped, flask shaped, eye shaped
etc. Some seals are spread over by geometrical and floral designs.
While cataloguing the seals, the legend of the seals are usually
written in Roman letters and translations are also given. For example:
%

Shah Shuja-al-Mulk
Persian/Nastaliq

mm

Royal/King
Octagonal
1.1 cms horizontally
1.0 cm vertically

From the original impression of the signet of Shah Shuja affixed
intersiegeln on a letter and incised in black background, the sigillum in white, read from right to left is enclosed in a single panel
octagon.
SIGILLUM
SAHI SHUD 1221 A.H.

Translation
It is authenticated
(1806-7 AD)

Lastly, every reference media needs a glossary of the Oriental
terms and words because without a glossary a reference media
could not be completed and much of helpful for the scholars.
In the light of above discussed measures regarding nature and
management of the Oriental Records, it may be concluded that (a)
historically, the Oriental Records are veryrichsource material and
(b) that the preparation for the scientific reference medias, is essential as to make it easily available to those scholars who do not
know even the language of the document.
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Notes and References
»

i. Farman: A mandate, an order, a command, a royal letter, a royal patent.
2. Parwana: An order, a written precept or command, a letter from a man in
power to a dependant,
3. Nishan: A sign, a mark, an emblem, a signet, an ensign.
4. Chaknama: A register or specification of the extent of and boundaries of a
detached portion of land of a separate village. The area and boundary of the
land measured.
5. Bainama: Sale deed, a contract in which transfer of ownership in property
is made in consideration of a price (money) paid or promised.
6. Iqrarnama: Deed of agreement.
7. Nastaliq: A kind of Persian writing, to write correctly and in accordance with
the best models.
8. Naskk: Transcribing, the modern Arabic character.
9. Shikasta: Broken, the broken or current Persian hand in which letters are generally written.
10. Sanad: A grant, a diploma, a charter, a patent, a document conveying to an
individual among other things rights to revenue from land.
/
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Management and Conservation of
Records in the Records Room
D. SINGH
National Archives of India, New Delhi
All office organisations are supposed to have their own Record
Rooms, but in the true sense only a few offices have properly organised Record Rooms. Even those offices which have their own
buildings have their Records Room in ordinary rooms or in the
corners of store room/verandhas or galleries of their buildings.
Service conditions of conservation and management of records
have shown that adequate measures which will ensure proper
upkeep of records are essentially required. A separate and wellorganised office Record Room is an important necessity for all the
office organisations. Record Management, therefore, represents an
important function in the administration of an organisation.
A Record Room holding semi-current records should be placed
in the charge of properly trained, suitable and responsible full time
staff. The Record Room officers should be responsible for the
proper upkeep, maintenance and management of the records
entrusted to their care. The staff should also be responsbile for
compilation and periodic revision of retention schedule and issue
of the organisational history of the organisation and annual supplement to it. A general liaison with the National Archives of India
should be maintained for tendering general advice on all matters
pertaining to records management to all sections/ units of the office.
Record officers are made responsible for the proper maintenance
and management of. records holdings in the Record Room. Incharge
of a Record Room should ensure transfer of all semi-current records
from the sections/units to the Record Room. He should also ensure
that all confidential /secret records are declassified by officers
appointed for the purpose. He should provide guide lines to sections for proper recording, reviewing and appraisal of semi-current
(category C type) records as per rules. He should also ensure regular review and weeding out of 'A' and 'B' classes of records in
consultation with National Archives of India as per Central Secre-
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tariat Manual of Office Procedure and Statutory Rules framed for
the prupose. He should also guide the staff for the arrangement
of semi-current records received from sections of their respective
fonds. He should make supervision of the Record Room and the
staff working under him and safeguarding the records from various enemies of records i.e. fungi, insects like silverfish, white ants,
fire etc. He should also look after the work of accession and requisition of records, location of missing records series in the section, compilation and issue of annual indexes of records,
preparation of check lists and subjects lists etc.
A Record Room should be located on the ground floor of a building or in its basement. Its windows should open into the space
outside or in the courtyard. The windows should also be fitted
with iron grills and wire mesh nets. To avoid splashing of rain
water in the Record Room rain shades should be provided at all
their openings. For security measures and safety reasons, the floors
of the Record Room should be such as to permit easy movement
of records carrying trolleys etc. Accommodation and safety of the
Record Room should be separated with the stack area.
Further, in order to prevent any inflow of water in the stacks
due to blockage of drains or accidental danger to water pipes in
the building, its floor level should be raised a few centimeters
above the general level of the other floors of the building. Ramps
should be provided near the entrance of the Record Room to all
free movement of trolleys. The Record Room should be airconditioned as far as possible. Storage of records in an airconditioned atmosphere is conducive to its longevity. In existing
buildings, which do not have central air-conditioning, use of package type air-conditioning or window type air-conditioner is recommended. For effective air-conditioning ventilation should be
so planned as to permit minimum leakage of the conditioned
atmosphere. While calculating conditioning load, bulk of shelving equipment, archive material, the number of persons sitting in
the Records Room, the bulk of records moving in and out and the
lighting wattage should be taken into account. Humidity and temperature in conditioned Record Room should be measured regularly. The ambient condition for storage of records are (i) temp.
22 C and (ii) relative humidity 45 C. Air-conditioning of the Record
Room has to be planned for clockwise. But keeping in view economy in resources in many cases it may not be possible to get Record
Room airconditioned. In such a case steps should be taken to pro-
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vide air circulators, fans, and exhaust fans to counteract the air
in the storage room. Use of chemicals like silikagel or ambyrous
calcium chloride in enamelled or glazed earthen pots help to
reduce humidity in the room. Temperature in Record Room can
be kept within reasonable range by choosing suitable room for the
purpose of keeping records. Such type of room should be in the
interior or have a verandah around it. During summer if the Record
Room is fitted with air-circulators, electric fans and exhaust fans
for proper circulation of air, high temperature can be brought down
by installation of room coolers in widnows. Care should be taken
to see that direct sunlight does not fall on the records. This can
be achieved by fitting either ground glass panes or heat resistant
panes on the widnows and by providing curtains. Similarly, shelving in a Record Room should be functional, durable, easy to clear,
simple in design and which offers maximum protection to records.
It should provide maximum safety from fire, dust etc. and offer
maximum facility and convenience for servicing of records. Shelves
should be fixed away from the walls on upright fixers and equal
distance in storage area. Distance between successive shelf rows
may vary from 0.71 m to lm. With a central gangway of 1.5-2 m
or in accordance with the requirement laid down in IS: 2663-1964
code of practice for the Basic Elements in the Design of Building
for Archives. Distance between successive rows of shelves may
depend on the dimension of records/files and the manner of keeping the Record Room which should be painted rust proof. The paint
should be stable and non-injurious to document.
Collection of papers in the Record Room differ in bulk, size and
shape and commonly consist of bound volumes, loose sheets, files,
manuscripts, maps, charts, plans and drawings. Shelving arrangement needed for specific materials need designing according to
the nature, shape and bulk of material. While designing these
shelves it should be ensured that neither these nor the material
kept on them touch either the walls, ceiling or the floor. The distance from wall, floor and door should be at least six inches (15
cms). The records should be loosely packed on the shelves to enable
free circulation of air and prevent formation of pockets of high
humidity. Unbound records may either be tied between 2 pieces
or 5 ply boards or kept in carton boxes for safety. Use may be made
of step ladders or platform type ladders and trolleys fixed with
swived casters for movement and proper servicing of records.
Insecticidal solutions beneath the shelves, behind the cabinets and
also in comers should be sprayed for safeguarding the records
#
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against damage due to insect infestation. All cracks in the floors
and walls should be filled up to deny any hiding place to pests.
Use of spray guns or pressure guns can be made. It should be cared
that only those chemicals should be sprayed whose effect on the
durablility and permanency of paper and other record components has been properly studied. In the non-conditioned area tfse
of preservatives like napthalenein the form of balls tied in meshed
cloth or bricks kept on shelves helps to keep the records safe from
insects.
In spite of dust-proof building and air-conditioning, dust does
find its way to the stored materials. Regular dusting operation in
the storage area with the help of vaccum cleaner, is therefore desirable to remove dust from the stored material.
There should be sufficient lighting in the Record Room. Modem
lighting practice is to provide diffused lights of varying intensity
for different rooms. Lighting can be used by using paints mat effect
light.
Lastly, there must be fire fighting arrangement in the Record
Room to protect against any accidental fire, all electric wiring
should be ^through conduit pipes and main control switches of
lights etc. installed in the storage area should be located outside
the Record Room. As far as possible the Record Room should be
made fire resistant. It is advisable to provide emergency exits
besides the main entry door to the Record Room to remove valuable archival material to safety, when necessary. Every Record
Room should be fitted with fire detection alarm system to detect
any fire in the stack area. Use of naked light, heaters and smoking
in the Record Room should be prohibited. All light and power circuits should be switched off after the office use as a preventive
measure against accidental fire. For combating fire adequate
equipment of carbon dioxide (CCy type should be provided at
suitable places in the building for easy accessibility. Besides, water
pipes and hoses should be installed at convenient points to fight
any major conflagration. All the fire fighting equipment should
be checked at regular intervals to ensure their being in active operative state at all times. Similarly, staff connected with storage
should be trained in fire fighting.
To conclude good Record Room keeping, creation of healthy
conditions and environment combined with constant staff vigilance
alone facilitate management and maintenance of records in a better
state.

3rd Session Sectional President Dr. S.N. Sinha

Preservation of Manuscripts and
Rare Books With Special Reference
to the Aligarh Muslim University
Library
LA. QURESHI
Dy. Librarian, AMU
Preservation of manuscripts and rare books is a serious problem
in any big library because of the ageing of documents and various physio-chemical factors which start the process of decay and
degeneration of documents. The preservation of such material for
as long a period as may be possible is, however, a basic responsibility of the library not only for current use by researchers and
scholars but also for the benefit of posterity. This problem has been
engaging the attention of librarians and archivists since very long.
As long back as 1899 the problem was discussed with great concern at the Archives Conference held in Dresden. Again, the International Congress of Libraries held in Paris in 1900 devoted a
separate session to discuss the problem of conservation of written
records. After the First World War important studies were undertaken to investigate the causes of the decay and degeneration of
documents. Notable work has since been done on this subject in
the U.S.A., U.K., Italy, France, Russia, Sweden, Germany and India.
Investigations in the field of restoration generally concerned the
development of applicable processes for the preservation of leather
bindings, the fumigation of infested records, the reinforcement of
brittle documents with cellulose acetate film and tissue paper
applied under heat and pressure. Equally important were the studies of the artificial ageing of the paper and the development of
accelerated ageing tests. After the Second World War the UNESCO,
the International Council on Archives and the International Council of Museums also gave serious attention to the problem and
sponsored studies in this behalf.
At present the work about new preservation techinques is being
done mostly by the National Archives of the U.S.A., the British
Museum Research Laboratory, the Archives Nationale in France,
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the National Archives of India, etc. Wilson and Forshee in the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards conducted a complete study of lamination techniques and showed that the durability of paper increases with the use of chemicals and magnesium carbonate. Barrow
after prolonged research has produced an alkaline paper claimed
to have a life expectancy of 300 years. In England Longwell studied the problem of air pollution and its deteriorative effects on
documents. In India Kathpalia's investigation of restoration problem led to the development of a solvent lamination process, known
as the India Process of Lamination. It is a silking process for the
restoration of documents and the effect on the document and the
reinforcing material of the paste used in the process has been studied by Kathpalia and Kishore who recommended the use of an
alkaline paste containing either lead carbonate or barium carbonate. The possibility of using synthetic non-woven fibres such as
terelyne tissue in place of tissue paper has also been explored in
the Solvent Lamination Process of reinforcement.
Various scientific studies of the causes of decay have shown that
deterioration occurs mainly in one or more of the following
physio-chemical situations:
(1) Heat and exposure to light.
(2) Moisture which besides constituting hydrolytic danger also
causes deterioration due to fungi, insects, etc.
(3) Frequent and severe changes in temperature and humidity.
(4) Atmospheric pollution containing acidic impurities.
(5) Oxidizing agents.
(6) Presence and use of heavy metals which even cause oxidative degradation.
(7) Presence and use of acidic sizes such as alum, rosin, etc.
(8) Presence and use of acidic inks.
(9) Use of fibres with low cellulose content and presence of noncellulose materials which are often acidic in nature.
Deterioration caused by the various agents enumerated above,
i.e., light, moisture, heat, dust particles, insects and acids, differs
from the deterioration associated with the normal ageing of paper.
All papers must deriorate with age even when storage conditions
are ideal. Such deterioration can only be minimised through conservation methods.
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In the West big university libraries maintain their own conservation laboratories for the above reasons. The conservation laboratory has become an essential unit of the organisational sturcture
of the American university library. Peter Waters (cited in Shelley,
1976) stated:
*

"The enormous complexities of modern preservation problems cannot be solved unless librarians take the responsibility of esuring that their collections are receiving the best
possible attention. One solution to this is to employ a conservator preferably scholarly with a broad knowledge of
Librarianship, Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics, the history of culture and of book technology, who also has had a
solid physical training in restoration. He/ she should either
be responsible for or be part of a preservation department
which would control every thing concerned with preserva1
tion."
I

Proper evaluation of documents is necessary while taking a decision with regard to their repairs and scientific treatment for preservation to be given to them. In this connection such factors as
the age of the document, its academic value, the condition of its
paper, the availability or otherwise of the document in reprint, the
feasibility of binding keeping in view the condition of the book
etc. should be taken into account.
Preservation Problem in the Aligarh Muslim University Library
The preservation of its prestigious and invaluable collections is
a very serious problem confronting the Aligarh Muslim University Library. The Library is veryrichin both the Oriental and Occidental collections. However, its collections of manuscripts and
printed books in Arabic, Persian and Urdu languages constitute
the pride of its resources. It is because of these collections that the ;
library is known throughout the world and is reckoned among the
major libraries of the world. These collections are infact a national
1. SHELLEY, K.L. "The future of conservation in research libraries". Journal of
Academic Librarianship 1, 1976: 15-18
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heritage of prime importance as most of the material contained
by them was written by Indian authdrs and produced and published in India during the last three centuries. For research on
Indian history, culture, socio-religious conditions and economy,
particularly in the context of Indian Muslims, these collections provide an invaluable source material.
The problem of preservation of these unique and rare collections
arises mainly from the following factors:
1. Age of the documents.
2. Qimatic conditions of Aligarh and the structure of library building.
Age of Documents
The manuscripts collection, numbering over 14,500 volumes,
contains very rare and unique manuscripts some of which are
about a thousand years old. In a very large number of cases the
age of the manuscripts ranges between one to five centuries. In
the printed collection of Urdu, Persian and Arabic books, a very
large segment consists of documents which were published during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Owing to the rigours of
time and lack of proper preservation facilities, a substantial number
of documents in these collections are in an advanced stage of decay.
The paper has turned yellow and become brittle. The effective solution to save the prestigious collection of MSS and to preserve it
for posterity lies in getting it micro filmed without any further loss
of time. The same holds good in the context of a large number
of eighteenth and nineteenth century publications in Urdu, Persian and Arabic languages which are quite rare and, therefore, as
good as manuscripts. The oriental libraries all over the world have
taken recourse to microfilming their rare and valuable material
and housing it separately with the idea of saving it from any calamity. The matter brooks no further delay at Aligarh and calls for
immediate action. It is evident that it will entail huge financial
implications. The work should, however, begin in the right earnest and may be taken up in phases.
Besides microfilming, the manuscripts and other rare printed
documents need immediate scientific treatment with latest preservation techniques in order to arrest the fast rate of decay and
degeneration. Many of the documents need substantial restoration.
Their paper has become so brittle that it sticks to fingers on touching and turning the pages.
•
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Climatic Conditions and Structure of the Library Building
The extremely hot climate of Aligarh and the East-West axis of.
the library building have further aggravated the problem of preservation of manuscripts and rare printed books in the Oriental
languages. These collections are housed on the first floor which
is directly exposed to the sun. The Urdu, Arabic and Persian reading halls-cum-stacks become unbearably hot during the summer.
Constant exposure of the books to excessive heat has shortened
their life and badly damaged the paper in a number of cases.
The building of the library was constructed with the provision
of central air conditioning. Shafts and ducts were provided in the
building at the very time of construction. However, even after
about three decades of its construction the building is yet to be
airconditioned. The cost of getting the entire building airconditioned was estimated at Rs. 8,05,000 in 1973 which has now risen
to Rs. 75 lac owing to steep inflation in the country. If the required
amount cannot be provided in lump sum, the work may be taken
up in phases and spread over two to three years. At present only
a small area of the Manuscripts Division is air-conditioned.
Termite Menace: The library building is heavily infested with termites and this is yet another source of constant anxiety in the context of preservation of reading material. Application of insecticides
such as B H L (Benzene hexachloride), D D T , chlordane, sodium
arsenite, penta chlorophenol, etc. is necessary to eradicate this
menace. The cost of an effective total treatment of the building
against termites, white ants, etc. has been estimated at Rs. 1,00,000.
The new Librarian, Prof. Noorul Hasan Khan, is fully seized of
these problems. He has already taken up the matter with the University authorities and the UGC. Within its limited financial
resources the library is doing its best to preserve the manuscripts
and rare books properly. The new Librarian also has a programme
of getting the MSS microfilmed for longer preservation.
The preservation of such invaluable and prestigious collections
of manuscripts and rare books as the one in the Aligarh Muslim
University library is the primary responsibility of the Government. It is our precious national heritage which should be safely
transfered to posterity. The public libraries and the academic libraries possessing these collections of national importance cannot
afford to provide the costly wherewithal and scientific treatment
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required for their preservation. So far as the university libraries
are concerned, the Govt, of India in the Ministry of Human
Resource Development and the University Grants Commission
should come forward in a big way to provide funds for necessary
physical facilities and application of latest scientific techniques for
the preservation of manuscripts and rare books. Airconditioning
of the manuscripts stacks to control the climate and other physical factors, deacidification and relizing of the manuscripts and
archives to counteract the deteriorative action of acidity, restoration of fragile and brittle manuscripts through the lamination process, prevention against insect infestation through vaccum
fumigation or thymal fumigation and termite control are some of
the important measures which proper preservation of manuscripts
and rare books calls for.
The National Archives of India also owes a great responsibility
in this behalf. It is gratifying to note that the National Archives
of India has sanctioned a grant of Rs. 2,46,000/- to AMU Library
and of Rs. 50,000/- to the Sir Syed Academy for preservation of
manuscripts and archives and for dissemination of information
about these collections to the world of scholarship. Besides any
financial aid that it may provide for the preservation of manuscripts and other rare documents to the concerned libraries, it can
help them in many other ways. The following suggestions are offered for the consideration of the Seminar.
*

*

(1) The National Archives should establish a computerised
National Information Centre for Archives for quick procurement of the results of latest researches on preservation and
conservation of archival records, manuscripts, printed books
and non-conventional forms of literature. The data bank of
the Information Centre be kept upto date through regular contacts with such research organisations in the field as the Society of American Archivists (SAA), the American Library
Assoication, The Council of Library Resources, the National
Preservation Programme of the Library of Congress, the
National Preservation Office of the British Library created in
1984, etc. Several such information centres in various fields
such as NCSI, ICCSD, SAIL, IGCAR, NICFOS etc have been
established. Such a centre by the National Archives is only
too necessary.
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2. The National Archives should continue its own researches on
various aspects of conservation and preservation of documents and convey the results of such researches to simialr
other organisations, institutions in other countries. All such
researches should be fed into the data bank.
(3) With the establishment of the proposed data bank a computerised service in print may be started by the National Archives communicating the latest researches to the libraries,
institutions and organisations dealing with records, handwritten, printed or reprographic.
(4) Until such time as the service proposed in 3 above is started
the National Archives should compile a manual containing
all the essential information regarding the physical facilities
required for the preservation of manuscripts, rare books and
archives; causes of degeneration and deterioration of paper;
methods to estimate the extent of deterioration; preventive
measures to check deterioration; remedial measures to arrest
further deterioration; effective methods to restore the brittle
and damaged documents; preventive measures against bacteria & insects; steps to be taken to check or minimise chemical deterioration, etc. The manual should also contain the
addresses of standard: dealers for the supply of quality material and genuine insecticides recommended for use by the
National Archives.
(5) Holding of such seminars by the National Archives is very
good and fruitful for a variety of reasons. However, the utility of such seminars will be immensely enhanced if the
National Archives & the Indian Association of Archivists leave
behind two or three experts to conduct an in-depth study of
the problems of conservation of the Mss and archives of the
library or institution where the seminar is held. The report
of this expert team will help the library/institution a lot in
obtaining necessary funds from the concerned authorities for
streamlining their conservation programme. The National
Archives, on the other hand, will be having the first hand
information about the state of affairs in all the important centres of Mss and archives in the country. This data will enable
it to formulate a national policy for the conservation of the
cultural heritage of the country.

I
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(6) On the pattern of the ISI standards the National Archives of
India should also bring out a publication containing standard specifications for various jobs involved in preservation
and conservation.
(7) The National Archives should also take upon itself the responsibility of supplying material for repairs, chemicals, insecticides etc of the required quality to the libraries and institutions
to ensure effective and durable conservation of documents.
(8) In the U.S.A. there is a growing number of library schools
which offer courses on preservation of library material. The
National Archives may take up this matter with the UGC or
with some of the premier library schools of the country
directly and impress upon them the need of adding this course
in their curriculum.
(9) Untill such time as the proposed course on preservation of
library material is introduced by the library schools in India,
the National Archives should organise workshops of about
week's duration in different parts of the country to give to the
staff' dealing with archives, manuscripts etc the necessary
training in preservation and conservation methods.
(10) The National Archives should formulate a plan for the compilation of a National Union Catalogue of Mss and other rare
records in the country. Such Union Catalogues have been
planned by the INSDOC and ICCR in their own fields and
quite a large number of them have already been published.
(11) The expertise of the National Archives should be freely available for advice on all technical matters to all such libraries
and institutions which have substantial collections of manuscripts, rare books and archives. This may also necessitate
the visit of experts occasionally for a first hand study of the
problem of the concerned library before tendering advice on
the matter on which it has been sought.
(12) The National Archives should keep regular contacts with the
major centres of manuscripts, archives and books in the country and evolve a mechanism of feed back information from
them about the state of affairs of preservation of their collections. This will help the National Archives in making necessary modificatioas in its national policy as may be
warranted by the situation from time to time.
t
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The above proposals may be found reasonable and pragmatic
in the context of the present situation in our country. However,
we should not lose sight of the fact that we are living today in
an age of knowledge explosion and information technology.
Because of rapid developments in the fields of science & technology the libraries are also undergoing a substantial change both
in their character and contents. In all probability they will have
changed completely by the end of the century. The literature in
microforms e.g. microfilms, microfishe, microcards, etc is increasingly growing in volume and will soon outpace the printed form
of literature. Not only that the literature in new non-conventional
carrier is cheaper, it occupies a very little space too. All the great
libraries, academies and public institutions are faced with an acute
shortage of space. For this reason they are also trying to get their
important records and books transformed into microfilms. The
microfilming of Mss and rare books is all the more necessary not
only for this reason but more so for their longer preservation for
posterity. A well thought out plan is to be formulated in this behalf
at the national level. The work may be spread over a decade or
two and may be taken up in phases. The National Archives of India
being the principal central organisation in the field has to take a
lead in this behalf.
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Problems in Conservation and
Management of Books, MSS and
Archives
J.S. MARWAH Lt. Col. (Retd.)
Ex-Officer on Special Duty,
Archaeological Survey of India
Preservation of cultural heritage of man is our prime responsibility. Article 49 of the Constitution of India lays down:
"It shall be the obligation of the State to protect every monument or place or subject of article or historical interest,
declared by or under law made by Parliament to be of
national importance from spoliation, disfigurement, destruciton, removal, disposal on export as the case may be."
It becomes, therefore, obligatory and very important duty of the
State to protect the Monuments, Museums and Archives containing rare books and manuscripts and other articles such as antiquities, and to safeguard such institutions which are devoted to
the procurement, care and custody and display of such objects/
articles/Mss and rare books of lasting value and interest.
While the Monuments and Museums provide to the scholar
indispensable material for study in almost every domain of learning, to the artistic mind inspiration, and to industry, the resources
of science and technology, to the school child they present the outward and visible explanation of what he has been taught in the
books, and to the general public they offer edification and instruction as the Royal Commission of Museums and Art Gallaries has
put it. So is the case in respect of Archives—Manuscripts and Rare
Books; they provide immense insight of life, times and works of
great men and women, history of nations and the world nay whole
mankind. To the research scholars rare books are a must and particularly Mss (Manuscripts) which are infact the primary source.
Even though the Planning Commission and hte University
Grants Commission have been providing funds to archives and
various libraries in the country, the condition of the books in
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general and rare books and Mss m particular is not considered satisfactory. During the course of my research work, I happened to
visit once a few years ago, the Bhasha Vibhag, Punjab at the old
fort Patiala and am sorry to say that I was almost shocked to see
the appalling state of some of the old manuscripts just wrapped
up in old pieces of cloth kept in old dilapidated dungeons. I do
hope and trust that by now they must have been better preserved.
It is a matter of great concern that knowing fully well that many
manuscripts, documents and rare books have already been
damaged due to long storage, ravages of time, vagaries of nature,
infestation by insects and vandalism and through neglect or otherwise due to inadequate resources on the part of management,
librarians, archivists and the curators and the conservists alike, we
as custodians of this priceless documentary material which is most
vital for the research scholars, should take upon ourselves to protect and preserve the treasures of our heritage of our motherland.
Having been associated with the Archives, Libraries, Monuments and Museums and other places of art, culture and historical interest in the capacity of Officer on Special Duty in the
Archaeological Survey of India where I got the unique opportunity of visiting and inspecting these institutions of national and
international importance in the entire sub-continent of India, I dare
say that there may be many places and people which if explored
and contacted properly we may be able to get and procure most
valuable archives, manuscripts and rare documentary material.
Some of the site Museums worth visiting are the following for
location of Archives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Amaravati
Bijapore
Bodhgaya
Delhi
Goa
Halebid
Hampi
Khajuraho
Konark

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Madras
Nagarjunakonda
Nalanda,
Sanchi
Sarnath
Srirangapatnam
Purana Qila
Vaishali
Lothal

Alongwith these places, the following sites are also important tc
be visited by custodians of art, culture and heritage of our country
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1. Proto-historic and early historical sites like Burzahom, Rupar,
Kalibanga, Prakash, Arikamedu etc.
2. Buddhist sites like Kosambi, Nalanda, Salihundan, Nagarjunakonda, Bhattiprolu etc.
3. Rock-cut Monuments like Udaigiri, Bagh, Ajanta, Ellora,
Mahabalipuram etc.
4. Sites of Temples like Khajuraho, Chittorgarh, Bhubaneshwar, Konark, Kanchipuram, Thanajavur etc.
5. Places with principal Islamic Monuments like Agra, Fatehpur Sikri, Burhampur, Mandu, Bijapur, Bidar etc.
6. Regional festivals, cultural and religious Melas like Kumbh
mela and Tribeni Sangam, Allahabad and Solar Eclipse in
Kurukeshetra or Hard war and Benaras (Varanasi).
•

It is therefore of paramount importance for an archivist to be conversant with all the technical aspects of maintenance of records
and documents, their preservation and conservation and in my
opinion the following qualifications are very necessary for an archivist:
a) He should be basically a research oriented man trained in
library science:
b) He should not only be a conservationist but also a social
scientist with the background of composi te culture of India.
c) An historian with a technocrat skill.
d) Proficiency in linguistics in oriental and occidental languages/cultures.
e) Above all he must have moral integrity in the keeping and
maintenance of these documents, records, manuscripts and
rare books just as if they were Holy Scriptures, so that contents of these articles are not changed, mutilated or
damaged in any case or tampered with. Some of the techniques to be applied in archives for proper preservation
and adequate conservation and restoration for imparting
permanence to such priceless documents involve fumigation, lamination, aircoriditioning, humidity and temperature control, safety from sunlight effect, antifire
precautions, infestation by insects, mishandling, safety and
security measures etc. etc.
_

*
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Along with these precautions, an archivist must be expert in lamination of brittle documents, photocopying, graphic designing,
accession of documents, maintenance of cards.
An archivist must be trained in deciphering of manuscripts and
palaeography. Training of archivists in particularly Shikasta handwriting especially of Persian scripts, Pali and Punjabi like Firmans,
Sanads and Hukamnamas of Sikh Gurus.
Preventive security measures to be adopted at various Archives
and Archival Cells in the libraries etc. should be stressed on the
following:
a) Setting up of a proper central security wing at the State
National Archives and other places where manuscripts and
rare books are kept. Utilisation of services of Interpol and
Central Intelligence/Vigilance services in the case of retrieval acquisition of material from inaccessible hands in India
or abroad.
b) By installation of anti-theft equipments, like tell-tale clocks,
security alarms and other mechanical, electrical/electronic
devices such as burglar electric alarm and maintenance of
strong rooms.
c) Proper parameter wall/fencing of all archives and illumination with floodlight at night with adequate fire precautions.
d) Laying down proper rules, regualtions for security, preservation/conservation, regulation of visitors.
Another very important function of archivists involve complete
documentation i.e. photography,, cataloguing, classification of
records and indexing and microfilming of rare books and manuscripts, inventory making and registration and maintenance of
chronological data for authenticity and originality. It is very important that keepers of museums and curators of antiques, conservation superintendents of monuments and Archivists and
Librarians connected with the preservation, conservations and
restoration work of rare manuscripts and books should have a very
high moral character and integrity so that originals are not
damaged, mutilated, spoiled, changed, forged or tampered with
in a y case. Microfilm/photographs and other duplicate material
can be compared with original documents/records or authentification purposes. Whilst we talk of great libraries of the past like
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Bait-ul-Hikmat of Baghdad, the Library of Alexandra, the Library
of Ninevep and others which have been totally destroyed by the
invading armies in the civilized world today. The Sikh Reference
Library in Golden Temple complex was burnt completelyy in 1984.
Had we been able to do microfilming and photocopying of the
old Granths and classics we could have saved some of the Sikh
cultural heritage. I had suggested this to the Librarian of the Sikh
Reference Library but this had not been done. With the unique
experience, expertise and technical knowledge attained during my
tenure as an Officer on Special Duty on Archaeological Survey of
India and having carried out a study of all monuments and museums in India and later having visited art, cultural and other libraries in Europe, England, Germany and Norway and also Newyork
and Nev/ Jersey I suggest the following important measures for
preservation and conservation of Archives, manuscripts and rare
books:
a) We have in India an Act of 1956 for centrally controlled monuments and museums and alongwith we have an Act of 1972
for Antiquities also, but we don't have for preservation of
Archives. Hence enactment of an Act for proper conservation, restoration and preservation of Archives, manuscripts
and rare books is very essential.
b) Along with above, a Manual for maintenance of archives,
manuscripts and rare books laying down, standard procedures, systems and specifications for classification of documentary material, storage and handling of documents
keeping well in view the age of such documents, their regular inspection and appraisal to ensure that originals have
not been tampered with; otherwise there will be distortion
of facts, fixation of date of expiry or obsolevence in respect
of archival material, techniques to j?e applied on scientific
lines and all other functions of archives and methodology to
be adopted for prevention of decay or deteriofation,for prevention of bacteria and insects etc.
c) By formation of Archival Cells at various levels/places: such
as Ministries of Govt, of India, Police, Army, Navy, Airforce,
Judiciary, Tehsil and District level, Universities, Reserve Bank
of India, and such other places like libraries where there is
a possibility of archives to be produced and procured and
maintained for custody, preservation and usage in future.

•
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d) Computerisation and microfilming, magnetic tapes/discs and
video tapes etc. when adopted fully in the Archives will completely revolutionise the system of maintenance of
records/documents-archives, manuscripts and rare books.
There are some of the future trends in the latest preservation technology of such material.
e) A comprehensive study on scientific lines but on "need based
concept" be carried out at National Archives and other places
when ever required.

4th Session Sectional President Prof. MX. Alvi

Preservation of Books and
Periodicals in a University Library
MOHD. ZIAUDDIN ANSARI
Assistant Librarian, Maulana Azad Library,
A.M.U., Aligarh
1

Books are the real friends of scholars. Sometimes they become a
part of their life. The greatest attraction for a scholar is the room
in which thousands of books are stored or arranged properly on
shelves. Books, as William F. Gladstone has said, "are a delightful
society. If you go into a room filled with books, even without taking
down from their shelves, they seem to speak to you, to welcome
you." They are the best legacy left by the great minds of the past
and the present. It is, therefore, imperative that this legacy should
be preserved for posterity. Preservation not in the sense of keeping them away from the reach of the reader, but in the modern
sense when democracy has become a way of life and the doors
of libraries are thrown open to one and all. The early concept that
books are not for extensive use, but for storage and preservation,
has now changed to books are for use. Everyone should be provided with books he needs and care should be taken to see that
each and every book that has come into existence, gets its readers.
The essence of Five Laws of Library Science' enunciated by Dr.
S.R. Ranganathan—a doyen of Library Science in India, is that
books are for use in the true sense of the term and that no reader
should be denied the privilege of extensive library service on any
consideration. They call upon the librarians to make library a social
organisation and enable them to provide information, recreation
and inspiration to readers. The democratic setup of the country
makes it obligatory on the part of the librarian to acquire books,
periodicals and other reading material, organise and keep them
not for decoration or ornamental purposes, but for study and
research. The librarians today are not merely custodians of the book
collection, but their task is to make books readily accessible to those
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who need and require them and introduce them to those who do
not know about them.
Of all the types of libraries the task of a University library is
most complex and complicated. Basically University library is a
part of the broader set up of the University and its main object
is to advance the functions of its parent body. It supplements *ne
functions of teaching in various faculties of the University, helps
research scholars in their projects and serves the teaching community in keeping itself fully acquainted with the most current
researches conducted in various fields of knowledge. But above
all the most significant function of a University library today is
to help in the advancement of knowledge and speed up research.
To perform these duties most effectively and efficiently the University library has to equip itself with a vast collection of books.
Apart from text books, allied books and conventional books, a rich
collection of reference material is also vital for modern University
library. Reference tools include dictionaries—language, subject and
biographical Encyclopaedias—general and specific or subject, biographical sources like Who's Who etc, directories, geographical
sources as gazetteers, guide books, atlases, maps, and globes and
indexes, abstracts and of course reports of various commissions,
committees, organisations, associations, institutions and other
establishments. Moreover, periodicals are also of immense help
to researchers and other scholars as they furnish latest information in their respective fields.
The preservation of this huge and valuable collection presents
many problems to librarians. In fact librarians have been facing
the problems ever since the very inception of libraries. The following five factors have been recognised as the main causes of
the damage and decay of books, periodicals and other reading
materials in modern libraries.
i

1. INSECTS 2. WATER 3. FIRE 4. DUST 5. HUMAN BEINGS.
They are called five enemies of books. Another enemy, specially
in the Indian context may be added. That is the temperature.
1. Insects: Insects have always been a dangerous enemy of
books. Insects like white-ants or termites, book-worms, cucxroaches
or block-beetles, silver fish or lepimatidae, book-lice, spider beetles and fire-brates have been the main book eaters. They have been
creating many-fold problems for the librarians, of the East and the
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West and, if we turn the pages of history from the ancient times,
we will find that many a great libraries of ancient Greece, Rome
and the monestic libraries of Constantinople and Great Britain have
been ruined by these kinds of insects. They are still a great threat
to the very existence of books. In fact this has never been averted
in tropical areas.
Fungus or the mildew is also a dreadful enemy of books. Most
of the fungi are so small that they can not be discovered easily.
They attack paper and leather both and damage them at a very
rapid speed. Dampness and moisture provide most favourable
conditions for them to grow. It has been observed that they grow
with a rapid speed when the humidity is above 70% and with still
more speed when the humidity is 90% and the termperature ranges
from 25 ° to 38 °. Proper ventilation in the building is, therefore, necessary to avoid humidity. Artificial heating may also help in reducing dampness as well as humidity. This, in turn, will nullify the
possibility of fungus breeding. Proper insecticides, fungicites and
chemical compounds should be applied at regular intervals to
combat these enemies. Besides, the planning of a library building
is also vital and call for a thorough understanding of the needs
and objectives of the library as well as the climatic conditions of
the area. Dr. Ranganathan has suggested that "open access is the
best prevention against all the above mentioned ills. In regions into
which readers go often, the books are constantly handled and injurious organisms do not find harbour." He further suggests that
"black colour should be avoided in the covering materials of the
bindings. Red colour has proved to attract insects least."
Frequent cleaning of books is also necessary to protect them from
the dust This will not only help in getting rid of this enemy, but
will also remove insects from books.
Temperature is also another factor of the book decay. In tropical
areas where the temperature is mostly hot,dry and dusty the paper
gets brittled very soon and thus reduces the life of the book to
a great extent. We have observed that in Aligarh, where the temperature touches the height of 48 °c to 49 *c in May and June, the
damage to books and other reading material is very alarming. Even
the human body can not resist the scorching heat, how can paper
which has much less power of resistence, bear the heat attacks for
a longer period. Air-conditioning is said to be the most effective
means to combat heat. It controls both heat and the dust and if
used in a proper way, saves books from most of the diseases and
i
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ills likely to be caused by these two dangerous enemies of books.
It is said that the most suitable and ideal temperature is between
65 ° F and the relative humidity should range between 50 to 60 per
cent. Ventilation, filtration, temperature control and humidity control are some of the important functions of air-conditioning.
Atmospheric conditions which keep the light, heat, dampness and
dryness under control should be provided with every library in
order to maintain the desired level of temperature and humidity.
It is, therefore, imperative that University library should be fully
air-conditioned. This will certainly increase the life of books, periodicals and other reading materials.
But in cities like Aligarh where power break down is so common
and the power cut is so frequent, the aircondition installations can
not function in the most effective manner, some times the break
down continues for hours together. This nulifies our efforts to provide controlled heat and humidity to our collections. The resultant fluctuation in temperature causes more damage to paper and
binding of the book. Under these circumstances the University
authorities should bear the responsibility to see that such frequent
break downs do not affect these installations. Provision for some
alternative arrangement like emergency light, etc. should be made
as is done in certain other essential services.
Water and fire also inflict heavy damage to books. The custodians of the book-stock should always be vigilant to" see that the
whole collection is safe enough from the damage by water. Similarly precautions should always be taken against fire. Smoking
and the use of electric heaters should, in no case, be permitted
inside the library. Besides, fire fighting devices should always be
ready to fight any mishap.
Apart from these conventional enemies, human beings are also
regarded as the worst destroyer of books and the destructor of the
books collection as a whole. It is paradoxical to note that the man
who is the preserver and custodian of books, is also the biggest
enemy of books. It is also strange to see that while books are the
best friend of man, human beings have proved that they are the
worst enemy of their best friend. The study of the attitudes of these
friends and foes tells a very interesting story, alarming, horrible
and exemplary too. Great libraries of the past like the Bait-ulHikmat of the Abbaside Baghdad, the library of Alexandria, the
library of Nineveb and a host of others have been the victims of
barbaric, inhuman and brutal deeds of human being. Fortunately
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these uncivilised and unholy acts are not common in today's civilized world. Nevertheless we still continue to harm books in many
ways. Mishandling is most common today. People go to shelves
and pull put books and journal in a most casual way. Bulky and
voluminous books are treated roughly by readers and sometimes
by the lower staff of the library as well. Beside, some of the readers have the habit of reading books while resting in their beds.
Such handling of books is detrimental to binding.
Moreover, there are black sheep every where. It has also been
observed that some of the readers indulge in a very unhealthy and
immoral behaviour. They mutilate books, write down remarks on
them, some times very indecent, and even go to the extent of tearing pages of useful chapters and remove photographs from magazines. Such are the crimes of the blackest dye. This is a global
phenomenon and is prevalent in civilized countries of the West also.
In Aligarh, too, we are facing this problem. This removing of pages
from books and periodicals is done for two reasons. The first is
quite obvious and evident. In lending libraries like ours, it is not
possible to provide all the books that a reader demands for home
study all the time. No University library can do that. Nevertheless, we try to be fair with every reader and provide him with every
book to be studied within the library premises and cunning and
crafty students, whenever they get an opportunity, cut pages from
the books and take them away with them to pursue and study
in the solitude of their rooms.
The other reason for cutting of the pages by students is the jealousy with fellow students. Whenever they find some useful chapter
or an article in a journal from their examination point of view, they
cut and remove these pages with a view to deprive other students
of the benefit of these pages. It is a matter of great concern. Even
the most strict vigilence by the library staff can not prevent them
from such act of mutilation and tearing of pages. It has also been
experienced that appeals to the good sense of the student community do not have desirable effects. This certainly calls for stringent measures to check such malpractices and wrong doings. No
effort should be spared to identify real culprits and rigorous
punishments should be given to them, and this should be widely
publicised to warn others of such grave consequences. But what
is more important is to inculcate in them a sense of responsibility,
to love books and value them. This can be possible only through
religious and moral education.

Preserving The Heritage
V. LAUTHA
Joint Secretary, Association of Indian Archivists

*

To many a people an archives or a library may be a symbol of
calmness and stability and be thought of as a kind of mausoleum
in which the literature or history of the past is embalmed for occasional quiet contemplation.
The archives library is the central place of national record,
responsible for storing and exhibiting documents of particular,
national, historic, literary and other interest. But this is just one
expression of the fundamental responsibility of the institution to
support scholarship and research. For reasons of history it is particularly well endowed to provide such support. At a time when
developments in information technology are showing new and
beneficial ways of retrieving and exploiting information, the potential value, both economic and cultural, of such an asset should be
clear.
Libraries and archives have in the words of Robert L. dark Jr.,
M
a common purpose to collect, maintain and make available the
written and graphic record of man's intellecutal experience". Our
late Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi, in June 1981, discussed
^ /ays of toning up the functioning of National Libraries and Museums and Centres of Archives, with representatives of these institutions from all over the country. She recognised that these
institutions faced many problems like lack of qualified staff,
resources etc. But she said that all efforts should be made to ensure
their proper upkeep and their social utility. She was sure that given
the will this could be done and she also stressed the need to inculcate among the youth an urge to conserve national heritage. These
institutions she said should forge closer links with the universities and research organisations so that their lasting value could
be made known to the people at large. It is heartening to note that
these institutions are represented in this Seminar sponsored by the
Association of Indian Archivists, jointly with Sir Syed Academy,
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Aligarh Muslim University, to discuss the problems in conservation and management of books, manuscripts and archives.
Archives are, according to a UNESCO definition "all non-current
records of an institution or organisation that are or should be preserved becasue of their permanent value". Having developed programmes for the systematic acquisition of records of archival
quality, based upon the application of professionally determined
evaluation of or appraisal standards, the archival agency provides
for their physical preservation under the best possible conditions.
Archival agencies including archives, libraries and historical
societies are predominantly concerned with record management,
conservation and considerations of research value.
Conservation comprises preservation, preventive measu res and
restoration remedial measures. Document conservation present
some problems not encountered in book conservation. For instance
printing ink used in books has virtually remained unchanged, but
records were first written with Indian ink, then with ferrous ink,
a stable material whose acidity, however weakened and even corroded the paper. The 20th century brought unstable and washable fountain pen inks and in 1940 the ball point pens. The Tamil
Nadu Government have banned the use of ball point pens in official correspondence. The typewriter and the carbon paper produced additional forms of unstable writing found in the
documents. Other features contributing to the problems of conservation are paper clips, seals and rubber stamps and the adhesive tapes used for repairs.
The process of silking, lamination with chiffon cloth, tissue paper
and acetate foil are adopted to repair damaged documents. The
paste used in all repairs should contain a sufficient proportion of
an effective insecticide to kill the existing larvae and to repel fresh
insects. A small quantity of about 2% mercuric chloride is added
while preparing maida paste used for chiffon lamination. Experience has shown that while squirrels eat away the sheets laminated using plain maida paste like maida dosa they do not touch
the sheets laminated using maida paste to which mercuric chloride has been added. Yellowing of the records resulted in the recognition of the importance of paper acidity and the necessity of
deacidification. The vulnerability of modern inks—washable'
encouraged research into non-acqueous deacidification- (dry and
wet deacidification) processes.
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As record managers and archivits became familiar with the
rapidly changing technology for processing information they promoted the use of various microfilming techniques and the use of
electronic devices. The information and computer revolution has
greatly increased pressures on archivists for the preservation of
source documents for social, economic, administrative and political researches.
Preservation priorities based on value and use of collection has
to be developed to ensure that the programme of work is directly
linked to need. Emphasis has to be made on identifying material
which needs urgent attention and on developing more costeffective ways of protecting the material.
Microphotography is used in archives for a number of
purposes—security, space and substitution of microcopies of documents in bad physical condition for reference service instead of
originals to prevent further damage. Past problems concerning the
admissibility of microcopies as legal evidence of the existence of
the originals have been solved in most countries.
In Britain a national seminar was held in July, 1986; it's theme
was the current crisis in conservation and the need for education
to meet the demands which the crisis has generated. Towards the
end of 1986, it planned the 'Adopt A Book' appeal, whereby individuals or groups of individuals could help the institution with
the conservation of rare books in need of treatment. The British
Library launched its scheme of 'Adopt A Book' officially on 16th
April 1987. The scheme ancourages everybody from industrialists,
businessmen to individual children and adults, schools and colleges and other institutions—to take an interest in preservation
and financial responsibility for one or more of the millions of items
in the Library's collection urgently in need of repair.
The British Library has over 15 million books and it has estimated that 25% of the pre-1850 books and 16% of the post-1850
books need conservation treatment and that the cost of conservation rises at a rate of £ 3 million annually as more and more
books become endangered. To save one precious boook, it costs
£ 50 to £ 200—£ 50 pays for immediate conservation work, while £ 200
pays for deacidification, rebinding in leather and housing in an
acid-free box. If an individual or a group can raise the full £ 200
necessary for the complete preservation of a volume, the British
Library will send the individual or the group an illuminated cer-
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tificate recording the individual's/group's donation and his name/their names will also be inscribed on a book plate in the book.
All donors of £ 30 or more will be notified with the title of the
book that their donation helps to preserve.
The British Library Conservation and Binding Section began a
restoration scheme on a grand scale of restoring the Quing Encyclopaedia (a Chinese collection compiled between 1701 and 1706),
Tu Shu Ji Cheng' (synthesis of books and illustrations of ancient
and modern times) to its former glory thanks to a generous donation from John Swire and Sons who have adopted part of the Encyclopaedia.
Britain has developed an electron beam which can produce letters small enough to write the entire 29 volumes of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica on the head of a pin. The Science and Engineering
Research Council says that an electron microscope at the University of Liverpool transmits a beam of highly-charged sub-atomic
particles capable of drilling millions of ultra-fine holes through certain materials such as aluminium oxide which could enable information to be stored at a density at least 1000 times greater than
in the latest computer storage device. The unique feature of the
Liverpool package, apart from a very powerful beam, is its fully
dedicated computer system which controls and drives the beam
with incredible accuracy. The Council adds that it is possible to
write one million lines side by side in the width of a pencil line or
to drill one million holes on the head of a pin. The system can drive
the beam in any programmed pattern or copy a digitised video,
and will be used for molecular level research into microminiature
electronic devices, new forms of information storage, molecular
filters, ultra fine machining super conductors and semi conductors.
The United States Library in Washington is said to have microfilmed all its very rare valuable records in long reels numbering
12,000 to protect its heritage.
The 'Adopt A Book'appeal aims at raising awareness of the problems faced by the library offering a direct way in which people
and companies can contribute to conservation. In Britain the appeal
had raised, in the first year, over £ 55,000—more than half by individual donations. Infact, people can find it a useful way of commemorating a birthday or any other anniversary. The scheme can
be tried in our country also.

Problems in Conservation and
Management of Records in the
Archival Cell of the University
A.H. FAHMI.
Asstt. Archivist, Sir Syed Academy, AMU.
I am extremely grateful to the Director, Sir Syed Academy, AMU
for providing me an opportunity to contribute a paper in the Seminar. I shall try to describe some general problems, we actually
face while dealing with the Conservation and Management of the
Archival Material preserved in the small repositories like this Archival Cell of the University.
Before I refer to the main problems I would like to add a few
words about the nature of the records preserved in the Aligarh
Archives. The Mohammadan Anglo Oriental College, Aligarh
which later developed into Aligarh Muslim University was established by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan in 1875. This College made valuable contributions in the sphere of the Muslim culture, politics
and education for a number of decades to come. Aligarh Archives
preserved here covers a period of about 84 years (i.e. 1863 to
1946-47) of the history of the Mohammadan Anglo Oriental College Aligarh, Aligarh Muslim University and all other aspects of
the Aligarh Movement. The importance of this record lies in the
fact that it is not possible to trace the history of any Muslim political educational and social activity in India during the last one century without a reference from this archives.
The first problem in Conservation and Management of the archives is that there are instances that staff employed in the Archival
Cell is not properly trained and experienced. Since archival material requires proper care right through its conception, creation, use
and storage, appraisal of the records is not an easy task to undertake. It requires sound judgement long experience and strong
common sense. All new accessioxis should be fumigated before
being kept into the stack. If the paper is stained it has to be cleaned,
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if torn it has to be repaired, if weakend it must be reinforced. There
are different processes of rehabilitation of old record. Treatment
of faded ink, reinforcing by glazing, sizing, mounting, half margin
repair, application of chiffon or tissue paper and hand lamination
with transparent sheet or machine lamination etc can be performed
well only after intensive study of different processes and long practice. They all require specialised training of the staff employed in
such repositories.
The preservation of record requires expensive equipments and
specially trained staff. No organization like a University can afford
to equip adequately its all departments for this purpose. Only by
concentrating on the valuable records in a properly equipped
repository their proper preservation, organization and maximum
service can be ensured. In our University some non-current record
of permanent value is still in the custody of Registrar's Office and
Central Library. This record is naturally beyond the control of
Archival Cell. The Conservation and Management of such record
is a problem for the Archivists working in the Archival Cell of the
University. If the practice of transfer of non current records to the
Archival Cell at regualr intervals is not followed by the various
Departments, it creates problems for the staff working in the repository when a huge bulk of records after a long time is transferred
to them for maintenance and preservation. This practice is also contrary to the interest of the Research Scholars who often visit the
Archival Cell for consultation of the documents not yet received
from the creating agencies or received beyond the scheduled time
not so far ready for reference purpose due to technical difficulties.
The absence of a "Retention Schedule" of its own in the University is a major problem in the Record Management. Retention
Schedule lays down guide lines broadly specifying the categories
of records to be retained and the categries of records to be weeded
out. In the absence of such "Retention Schedule" the job of weeding out of old files should not be undertaken. A "Retention Schedule" of records ensures that files are neither prematurely
destroyed nor kept for a period longer than necessary. It is estimated that only 5 to 10 percent of the entire record created, generally desrves to be preserved permanently. We can save much
space, labour and money if 90 to 95 percent of the entire record
of ephemeral value is weeded out at proper time.
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Appraisal of record even according to the guidelines laid down
by the "Retention Schedule" is a difficult and risky operation. The
Archivist some times gets requisition for records weeded out long
before by the Creating Agencies concerned. The value of a particular record sometime differ according to the point of view from
which it is examined. What may be unimportant to a student of
economics may be of interest to a student of history. The weeders
of Creating Agencies normally assess the value of record according to their administrative importance.
Storage of records from the time they cease to be in active use
in their respective Creating Agencies is also a problem. Since a
reference to them by the department concerned is only rarely
needed, they are usully neglected. A separate space given to them
is generally a place discarded for every other purpose. When ultimately this record is transferred to the repository, it is in a miserable state ravaged by insects and well laden with dust and the
Archivist has to devote a good, deal of time, labour and money
to preserve them. Much trouble and expense can be avoided if adequate care is taken in selecting a place for the storage of semicurrent records.
Archival material kept permanently in a building not designed
especially for this purpose is a problem in Conservation & Record
Management. An Archival Building if not a part of the University
Library should have only one entrance, apart from the side entrance
meant for records only. The main entrance should lead into a Hall
where there may be a Reception and Information Office, Publicity
Material, Indexes to Records and Library Catalogue etc. From this
Hall one door may lead to the Exhibition Room open to the public.
Another door may lead to Research Hall where only research scholars are allowed. A third door may lead to all other areas of the
Archival building (stack area & reprography room etc.) and only
the employees working in the Archives are permitted to go beyond
this door. The Record Room should have free circulation of air to
control the effects of heat and humidity as variation in temprature results in expanding and contracting the cellulose fibers of
the paper over and over again and weakening them. Too little
humidity in the Stack Room tends to dry the cellulose fibers of the
paper, while in too much humidity paper tends to become soggy. It
also results in the growth of fungus and other insects. The Record
Room should also be as free from the dust as possible because the
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angular hard and sharp particles of silica found in dust become
embeded between the fibers of leather, the cloth and the paper
and cut them. Dust particles may also act as nuclei for the condensation of acidic moisture in polluted atmosphere. There should
also be provision for exclusion of direct sunlight in the stack area
as its ultra violet rays are highly injurious to the cellulose fibers
in the paper. Air conditioning of the Archival Cell which is very
expensive may not be necessary if the building is so designed.
Availability of sufficient funds and their proper utilization is
another major problem in conservation and management of
records. In our case apart from one non recurring grant received
some years back from University Grants Commission for the purchase of equipments and chemicals, the meagre funds provided
in the University budget some fifteen years ago for the preservation of Records have not been increased even in proportion to
the rapidly growing price index. This amount is too small to meet
our requirements that thousands of brittle documents and files
lying unlaminated are waiting for their turn to be reinforced as
early as possible. I am glad to say that National Archives of India
has released a grant of fifty thousand rupees a fortnight ago for
preservation, evaluation and publication of manuscripts for Sir
Syed Academy here of which the Archival Cell of the A.M.U. is
a part.
An Archivist being a professional man with the practical experience of the subject should be aware of the latest techniques in
conservation and Record Management. Beside other sources this
can also be achieved through Cultural Exchange Programme. This
facility should be extended to the staff working in small repositories like Archival Ceils of the universities,
One of the most important tools in the Record Management is
the supply of Duplicate Archival Material to the scholars through
the reprographic technique. This technique also provides the possibility of preserving material of historical value even if they are
written on poor quality paper or its paper has become extremely
brittle and is not in a position to be used in original. Since our Archival Cell doesn't have a reprographic sendee of its own, in hours
of need it has to'depend on other departments such as the University Library etc. This creates problems in providing a Quick
Reprographic Service to our scholars. The problem becomes serious when the scholars from distant places visiting the Archival
Cell for a very short period demand some extremely brittle
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document for consultation and because of the safety of record we
are not in a position to issue'him the original document. In such
circumstances the issue of a duplicate copy of the documents is
the only solution. But the reprographic service available at other
departments is not supposed to be done according to our convenience and requirements.
In the end I hope the Association of Indian Archivists and the
authorities of this University will give consideration to these problems.

Retrieval and Preservation of
Medieval Indian Documents
Note on the Experience of the CAS
in History Aligarh Muslim University
AIJAZ MOHAMMAD KHAN
Documentation Officer, CAS in History, AMU
The historical material preserved in libraries forms part of the cultural heritage of mankind and the conservation of such holdings
is of vital importance in the preservation of our heritage.
Preservation of documents take three important forms: first, the
physical preservation of the actual material and writing thereon
in libraries, archives and museums; whereby they can remain
accessible in as near their original form as possible for future generations. This is the mode familiar to most librarians, archivists
and curators. But there is another very important form of preservation, namely, the documents retrieval from quarters in whose
hand? they would lie unknown and, therefore, inaccessible, and
would also face the danger of steady deterioration or destruction.
In a country like India, such retrieval is even more important than
preservation of the existing archival holdings since white ants and
ignorant disposal are daily destroying immensely valuable documents possibly without our ever knowing about them. Finally,
even if a document can not be physically retrieved, there are
methods of preserving it for historical use, by photo-copying, transcription, translation and calendaring. This must also, of course, be
done for archival holdings as well for two very good reasons from
the strict point of view of preservation:
(a) Use of copies (or summaries in appropriate cases) would
reduce the number of times a document might be manually
handled; and
(b) the art of preservation would be of no use to any one, if the
document is not made accessible, and that can only be done
by proper calendaring or cataloguing.
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This paper is concerned with the methods adopted in relation
to documents concerned with medieval India at the Centre of
Advanced Study in History, Aligarh Muslim University.
The first task of retrieval has been undertaken on a modest scale
by purchasing or soliciting donations of documents and manuscripts. Since the Centre does not have the resources of the National
Museum or other institutions of a similar nature, it cannot hope
to acquire museum pieces (like illuminated MSS or very early Farmans, though very early Farmans have come its way). What it has
concentrated on is acquisition of documents concerned with landtransfers, lower levels of administration and transactions of every
day life. From the budgetary point of view they are easier to acquire,and yet their academic value is very great, as historians interest is shifting more and more to social, economic and
administrative history.
Where we cannot acquire the originals, either because the owners
for sentimental or legal reasons cannot part with them or they
demand a price we cannot pay, we have been following a practice
which results in their practical retrieval and preservation as far
as historians are concerned. We have been persuading such owners
to let us have photocopies in return for which we give them a photocopy and transcript of each document, often accompanied with
translations or summaries in English. This enables the owner to
appreciate the value of his possessions, while we retain something
which is sufficient for researchers.
We have assembled in this manner the following major collections, both original and in photocopies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bilgram documents
Shamsabad (Photocopies)
Suhinda (Photocopies)
Farangi Mahal, Lucknow (Photocopies)
Aurangabad
Bilhaur
Bhojpur
Amroha
Surat customs and mint
Jais
Goa (Lisbon) (Photocopies)
Sambhal
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13.
14.
15.
16.

Bhagalpur
Kandhla
Jalali
Moradabad

Besides these collections there are a number of single documents variously acquired, both in original and in photocopy/transcript of such acquisitions, I may give you a very interesting
example.
It happened so that a few years back an engineering student of
University came with an offer that if the University authorities
made him some concession, he could part with a very early Farman
of Akbar which was in his father's possession. He was encouraged
to bring it, hopefully with his father's permission. Although the
authorities could not give him the concession he demanded, we
still could persuade him to allow us to photograph it in return for
our usual services—a transcript and a translation. We retained the
father's address but we have no knowledge whether the original
is still in existence despite its great purely archival value. Similarly two Farmans of Aurangzeb, destroyed in a case of arson, have
been preserved at our Centre through transcribed copies.
Nearly all the major collections in our Centre have been transcribed for reader's use. This prevents frequent handling of the documents and also assists readers who are not familiar with Shikasta
modes of writing.
We have undertaken calendaring as well, though on a selective
basis. Professor Irfan Habib calendared some 16th century Persian documents belonging to the area of Hardoi, Fatehgarh (Farrukhabad) and Bilgram which throw a considerable light on the
everday life, litigation, land grant etc. of the period. The calendar
was published in The Indian Economic and Social History Review, Vol.
4,1967.
Dr. Mrs Rafat Mashhood and Dr Iqbal Husain (both of History
Department) have calendared Persian documents beloning to Bilgram and Farangi Mahal (Lucknow) respectively. Mr S. Zaheer
Husain Jafri has calendared the Goa (Lisbon) documents. (Indian
History Congress, 48th Session, Goa, 1987).
Manuscripts of historical value and other works acquired by the
Centre have also been catalogued by Maulana Azad Abbasi (then
at the Centre now in Maulana Azad Library). One of these man-
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uscripts is a unique copy (Author's autograph) of Surat Singh's
Tazkirah-i-Pir Hassu Taili, of Shahjahan's time, which was introduced to historians by Professor M. Athar Ali in Indian History
Congress proceedings, 31st Session, Varansi, 1969.
This effort is a part of the documentation services offered by
the Centre, which cover periodical literature and European sources of Medieval Indian History. The latter, a collective work, put
in its final form by the present writer, is being prepared for the
press. Although such documentation is not directly related to archives preservation, it assists in the proper assessment and utilisation of the historical material in the archives.
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Resume

A seminar entitled 'The Problems in Conservation and Management of Books, Mss and Archives" was organised on 23-24
December, 1988, at Aligarh (U.P.) in collaboration with Sir Syed
Academy, Aligarh Muslim University. It was inaugurated by the
Vice-Chancellor, Aligarh Muslim University and was presided over
by Dr. R.K. Perti, Director, National Archives of India and President of the Association. Prof. Atiq Ahmad Siddiqi, Director, Syed
Ahmed Academy, welcomed the delegates and invitees. Prof. M.L.
Ahluwalia also said few words of introduction pointing out the
aims and objects of the Association and broad objects of holding
the seminars and workshops by the Association.
The Seminar was attended by 34 delegates from all over the
country, besides a large number of scholars and luminaries of the
Aligarh Muslim University. There were four sessions in which 18
papers were read and discussed. The first session was presided
over by Prof. M.L. Ahluwalia. The other sessions were presided
over by Shri T.S. Sinha (Director, Bihar State Archives), Dr. S.N.
Sinha (Director, U.P. State Archives) and Prof. M.A. Alvi (Head and
Professor, History Deptt, AMU).The Seminar ended with concluding remarks by Shri N.R.R. Chari, formerly, Deputy Director,
National Archives of India
The papers read were generally of high standard and the discussions which followed were also quite rewarding. Some of the
distinguished scholars gave valuable suggestions while taking
active part in the deliberations. The central theme of the papers
concentrated mainly on the measures to be taken to manage and
conserve the material as best as is possible within the resources
available, and the professionals working in the repositories and
libraries should be aware of the latest developments in the techniques in the management, conservation, preservation and service of the recorded material in their custody. It was also
emphasised that the professionals should equip themselves with
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modern automation processes to be used in the service of scholarship.
I wish to put on record and convey my deep sense of graditude
to the delegates who have come from distant places of our country. I am particularly very grateful to individual members who
attended the Seminar at their own expenses and were thus a source
of encouragement. In the end I am grateful to Prof. Atiq Ahmad
Siddiqi, Director Sir Syed Academy for his matured guidance in
making the Seminar a great success and to the Aligarh Muslim
University, Aligarh, for active support and cooperation and playing the host at short notice. We are ebolden to Indian Council of
Historical Research, New Delhi, for sanctioning a grant of Rs.
4,000/- for the Seminar.
M.L.KACHROO
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